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Omni-Copyright Notice

Omni-Copyright@1999 C.E.fB.U.E. by F.gg Copyright to original portions of this work is hl"rl"by grantl"d toall persons.

Nore: This essay is a partially selj-exemplifying exposition oj, and a rerord ofan ongoing self-critique oj, the was advanced herdn. It is a 'meta-dYTlllmiwr and
'mJ'ta-evll1vi"g' conr.eptual object. Edition index [seU-edit iteration number] and last revision date are stated on the title page; the IllQ<;t recent
changes are coded as magenla--<:olnred text. The time sequence of changes in the form / content of this essay i~ predicted to be both an
illustration and an lllStantiation of thc mcta-modd of idro-ontological ideo-ml"ta-dynamics that this essay explores, as well ,lSO( the 'lwmeomorpl/u:
.Itfret' of that meta-mWd. We eXp(-"d that successive ediliOllS of this docwnent will document an 'ideo-on/o-dynamasis' rather than an 'ideo
onto-stasis'; a 'meta-evolving ideo-ontology'; a 'multi-meta-cmtic idea-cumull/m'; an expanding, and ever 'thickening', increasingly mter- and intra
connectelL 'inter-acted' network of 'inter-impiiculory', 'mter-detenninatc', 'Inter-gemTative' ideas, elaborated on a mounting count of 'mctafinite',
'mJ!ta-fracttl!' scale;;, all exemplifying a "oon-stalldard", Contra-Boolean logic, the ideo-cntoiogicalfy dynamicatlogic of the dialectical "law' of

cognition signified by the 'ideo-ontological', "pure-qualitative", Q-algebraic i!..lequation ~2 t ~.

This writing is an unpublisheJ work. and on.., whi..,h is not sold or cxchanged fot TCmuncration or commercial gain of allY kind, but is distnbuted
«snmizdan. to selected individuals and or!/;anizations, on a donation bul.is, free of t:harge. This work is a poh:ntial contribution to thc collectivc creativc
property of the Terran human species: assimilate, disseminate, critique, and SUrpllSS at will. We, the authors, seek hereby to further neither our monetary
riches, nor our public power, nor our personal fame. What we womt, I'Wlley CfllI1Wt buy. We hope, with your help, to build a better us, and to help do our
"infinitesimal" p<trl in building a beller llniverse ["Infinilesimal" difff'renCe5 can mattf'r, as nonlinp.ilr dynamic~ df'monstratf'S]. Morf' motlf'lary wealth
will not buy that bettcrment. More political power cannot impose it. More fame would mainly distract from it. We hope that you have cho.sen, or will
chlX.l5e, to build a better you. We hold that this t:hoic.., l-'Iltails the profoundest conscqucnces for one's life, as well as for the lives of othcrs. Wc also hold
that such choices belong to you alone. We wish to share, with you, the forthcoming conc..,ptual richl-~_ W.., will n.ioi<.:e, and we will be compensated, if
you teach us in turn,. help us to correct our errors, and thus advance the common-wealth of all beyond this offering. We also request our readers'
forgiveness in the areas of our many shortcomings, some of which, though determined to strive ceaselessly to overcome them. we will never, in a
lifetime, overcome. Others' voices need to be rnio;ro - perhaps your own vmcl' -- to check and balance our biases. We, the authors, are not publicly
access.ihJ.e, but will endeavor to continue private transmittals to you if you indicatl' publicly, howevl'r cryptically, and we recommend that it be
cryptically, your dl-':ill'c that we should dO:;l). W.., want not that Our cxistences, let alone our egos, should be an impediment to thai great TCverberating
propagation of new cognitions, and of emerging mw fvrms uf cognitillTl, of which this essay is, at t>cst an incomplete, impcrfed, transitury, and
transitional manifestation. We therefore happily forego personal credit, and., by thus renouncing in advance the [remote] possibility d any notoriety
resulting thereby, hope also to retain more lifetime for the continuation of this work. Dialectical idoography as set forth herein is interpreted variously as:
(1) a calculus. ol 'qWUlUH[liJ1litatilJf' challg,,', encompassing an n:plirit, ide(JgraphirJlI arithmetic for the dimensiDlud wlit[ie]s or metrical "mollad.~· of
classical "di:mensional.malysis", and, thereby, 'semantifying' the "mcaningless" singuJarities [finite-time "infinite" values] o( <,specially lhe "uTl5Olvable"
[in part, becaU5e of those very ~ingularities] nunlinear intewodifferentiull:<.Juiltions and their !dution-functions through thdr mctricul as well as
ontological 're-lfUillification' using those new, explicit 'metrical qualifiers' of this 'dimensicmal arithmetic', as well as 'quantifiable' kinds of ontological

•qualifies, concretizing and operationalizing a.<>pecl~ of Plato's «Arithmoi Monadikni» and Diophantus' M, last extant circa 250 CE.; (2) an alternative,
onto--logiad contra-&>oIean algebra; (3) an ideographic, 'onto-dynamical' "symbolic logiC' for the state-spac.e/control-parameter-space 'meta-spacl"
'mda-d!f1lllmrc/ of 'meta-finite', conven.ion-singularity 'self-biJllrc.. fhm'; (4) A "mlhcm..lics fur mQt/eling Ihe history of malhem..tic..1 ide..s as w..,ll as a
(psydw-]historical algebra and arithmetic for modeling the 'meta-evolution' of the sciences !/;enerally; an ideography for the [psycho-]history of ideas;
an ideography of the 'meta-dynamical' logic of conceptual self-innovation and self-deve1opment; a 'philosophical algebra' or trans--Leibnizian
",dUlrac~tictl universalis»; an arithmetic and algebra of innovative conception or of the creative conceptual process; (5) a rules-system for an
ideographicallanguage of onlnlngical selj-"sco.lo.tion in seif-lran.s<:ending [meta-]systems; (6) a generic algorithm for the 'meta' operation regress; for a
trallS-Hegelian. autopoies.ic vcrsion of the 'uuftu'ben' operation; and for a "dynamical", 'temporalized', diachronic, 'metu-fiJolutionary' version of the
RwoeUian/Godelian logical types hieran:hy; (7) a model for a 'meta-hadal', non-Cantorian lhetny of totalifies, of 'mdtl-tiillt...' ariUuru:tics, and of th...
"foundations" of ITIilthematics; (l:I) an arithmetic, al!/;ebra, goometry, ami analysis built on certain "nun-sttmdard natural mlmbers', i.e., on the 'Cooelian
'metJl-Iu:dwaf numbers', a space of 'evo/ute' "meta-Ilumbt:rs" 'of 2nd degree', 'made up out of' "standard", '1st degree' natural numbers, instantiating those
',um-standard I1lOtUL~ (Jf first order Pean(J aritlrml'tic" who.se JXl'&'tibility is implied by the first-urdu joint appliOlhility of G6del's c(Jl1lpletene.'i~ tlreorem and first
incompletf'Tll'Ss IlIl'Orem, as also by Ille wwt'nheim-Skolem tlreorem, construe/ing tlierel,y an 'onlnlogiCldly dytulmical', 'de-Parmenideanizcd' actualization of
Plato's ""rithml'nc of <iil/It'mcs", the "An/hmoi EidefikoilO. nlis essay, in addition to that of ideogramic, piciogTamic, and phonogramic ~)'IDbolimtion.

draws also upon the power of nea-mythologicaL allegoricaL and mythopoeic symbdism -- that is, of psydw-historirnl symbolism -- to aid in the
conveyance of i15 most urgent messages. Wurld-historicalty consequentiaillfliversal tJl/1or, the evocation of effective psycJw.historiC41 f()I'Ce, including

individuill 'psyche-ological', ajjectiTl/' force, requires gsrR: requires that its mythopoeic momenta, denoted B, be integratcd, indced, diututically
symlu!sized, with its f.hilosophical and .§.cientific momenta. Dialectical ideography is, we believe, a humble but potent seed. As with the Riemannian.
and the other non-Euclidean geometries that arose from the failed attempts to prove the absoluteness of Euclid's geometry, these Irnll-Parmenidl'an,
contra-Boolean, and elmira-Calliorian onto-I(JgiOlI and onto-dytulmiall arithmetics and their algl'bra.~ (Jf dialectics may bear fruit for homanity only if
germinated through the inlra- and inter-personal dialogue, and dialE'Ctic, of assimilation, critique, refutation, and supersession. We h.·wc avoidcd
broadcast publication alld indiscriminant distribution of this essay. We wish to base its circulation, and thc selection of its recipients, upon our best
judgment of its potential value to each candidate recipient. The taimlg to heart of the ideas "graphed", ideographically, 'pictographically', and
narratively, herein,. can produce profound transformation in the very identity of the person so tal<ing. Panic in response to per<:eption of the early signs

of such transformation in others may elicit, from some perceivers, a violent reaction. In particular, the intimatiOllS of the 'ml'ta-human', A!1 implicatiOllS
of the 'CIlmulum' of human[oidj evolution is profoundly disturbing to some. We are thercfore direo:tly transmilling this docUlJl('nt only to those whom
we perceive, via their own published writings, to be already verging on similar or related conceptions as a result of their Own protracted 'sel!-mf"lU
!"potuliun' We have also dedded not to di:;.<;eminate the most "dangerous" of the results to date. We believe that you are eminently capable of 're'
discovering these results, if you have nol yet discovered Ihem already. Should you do so, we urge that you treat them. and their dissemination to others,
with utmost care. The system. more accurately, the systems, of dialectical itUography gi~ herein continue to ev(Jlve 1111.1 'mela-evofUl" rapidly in our
research. 11ley burgeon heJIeatll our fed. We expect to exercio;e a similar re;;trainl and dio;cretion in any future progress reporls which we may send your
way_ We lherefore lodge the Omni-Copyright statcmcnt above togethet with tllis countervailing cavcat: we recommend, should you choose to
di5seminate this document, its ideas, and/or rdated ideas of your own discovery, that you do so with Cilreful judgment as to the recipients you select.
Give tire fri71W; of IUl1mmity a Iu:ad start VIs-a-vis tJu.ir adocr5ilrU:s. Dialectics should inculcate humility. "Perfection" is not a final meta·slatl' that can be
tinally manifested, but an open-ended, 'uncompleteable', asymptotic process, moving from greater to lesser imperfection. We realize that conceptual
'homeomorphic defect' is inescapable for cognizing beings such as ourselves. Even at best we must always be partly wrong. Even at bec<;t,. one cannot be
finally, completely, and wholly right. One's mental constructs cannot ever be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. Bot one may be
right eMugll for one's time, for one's moment, for one's mil', and for onl"s part; right l'noogh to help one's conlemporaries to live through, and beyond,
one's time, and thos, potentially, 10 l'njoy the privilege, the pain notwithslilllding.. of a vital ['life-(ul'] and willing participation in the succceding epoch
of imperfl"Ction_
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[.!!!L] -~: BritJingon g. ArithmrhC'Sof'Unqwmtijillbk' Onhc~I!fim - Gentric App"111fus ofII Conlnr-1Jooklln {Onlo-llDgind Gdcu1l£lo.

[~ ] -~: BritJing on J,L. QullntQ-QrUllltlltrw Odcvh Modrlmg Metll-DY/lDmics of!!nirJt:rsr:-of-Dismutv. MuJli-Popu/lllion Mrtll-Dislributi<m$.

[~ ] - 9.7: BrYjing on ..~ QWlnlo-Qualilllriw GrICllhG tlfOntoiOflallly find Melnallly Qu:llilied (]IUlntijias /IS Stllb!- Vllriahks flnd Gmlrol-PanrllH'tm for

Unifrd, Nlimmal/,lDtmenswna/ AntilysIS lind SmgWarity '5mulntifialtion' f'Re-Qualified Metafinite Analysis'l.
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Zoom-Tn Map of Briefings Sub-Section

Briefings on )t{ -- Q,-Fonnillatioll of the 'Meta-Systematic' Dialectic ofIt: Meta-Madel of tile Meta-Ewluticm from.K to Q to Yo to ~+ using the QAlgebra

Meta-Briefing: Briefing on Briefings.

Potential Notational-Conceptual Un[amiliarities.

Potential Conceptuavrenninological Unfamiliarities.
Plato's term «Diunoim).
Plato's term <~Dialektic6s».

The philosophical tenn "Ontology".

Overview of Briefings.

Mathematical Logic, Dialectical Logic, and 'The ColieTiall Illeo-Meta-DVlIamk' or 'GodeTiflll Dialectic'.

Summary.

Historical Dialectics, Sustematic Dialectics, 'Meta-Systematic Dialectics', and Dialectical Ideography.

The Plot-'Line' Of This Story.
The Plot Thickens.
The Plot Thickens Again.
The Plot Thickens Even More.
The Plot Grows Thicker Still.
Pure-QualltitatitJe A rit/lmetics, 'Pure-Qualitative Aritllmetics', alld 'Quallto-Qualita tive Arithmetics'.

Our Meta-Systematic Dialer.tic ofK. and the Historical Dialutic of the «Arche» of Written Language.

Hypot1lcsis.

Sketch: The FuulIdatifms ofMathematics, The Dialectic ofSet Theory, altd Tile Set T/leory of Dialedic.

Characterization of these Briefings as a Whole.

Zeros versus Units; If as «arellb) versus N as (~aTchb>.

Notational and Dime_lIsiollal Differclltill tiOll ofUllit 'Meta-Numerals' from Null 'Mela-Numerals'.

Contemporaneous Convenience versus Psycho-Historical Aptness.

The Initial Version of the Peano Postulates [for ttl

The Later Version of the Peano Postulates [for Wl

The Significance of Ihe Firs/-OrJa Pt'"n" PIhI"lu/(oJ; Compli(lIlce o(Dialectical 'Meta-Numper Unities / ..Mena4s",

In Summary.

'Extended' or 'Vectorial' View of Unit... versus {raclal'illfrafinitude' o("extensionless" Zeros.

Origins: The Geometric Logic of «Aufhebem> SubsumptionlEvolute Conseroation.

Diu.lulicIlII<koxrop!ry

as ultimate recession I vanishing-point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of N within Q.

as ultimate reces.<;ion I vanishing-point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of g within M.
as ultimate recession I vanishing-point I'meta-infra-finite' remnant of U within a~'?
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section [continued]

[Mll- 9,' Briefi1lg 011 Q,

Arithmetics oj'Uflquantijiable' OtItic Qualifiers - Generic Apparatus of a Cunha-Boolean [Onto-]Logical Calculus.

•Transition In: Corm0tn!l07!9fCefOlfntiwVerimtiono(HI( IRulrHSwkml'Id(~QntolpgirlifQzugoty' d""n/..d KQ "" g~--

[Iltraducing lite NQ sysiem/'idea-olliological category' of tile dialectical arithmetics.

QArithmetic [Staticsl.
Ii-

Rule O. [The Rule of Ontological Diversity].
Rule 1. [The Non-Amalgamation Rule].
Rule 2. [The Rule of Ontological Parsimony].
Rule 3. [The tt.Aufheben» Evolute Product Rule].

gStatical Algebra and Statical Geometry.

"
Q Meta-Dynamical Algebra.,

Meta-Rule 1. ['Meta-Evolution' Equation].
Meta-Rule 2. [Generating Equation for the progression of antitheses].
Meta-Rule 3. [Generating Equation for the 'onto'-by-'onto' progression].

Four 'Meta-Dynamical' Product Rules and Their 'Glidel Numbering Subscript-Rule' Variants.

g 'Meta-Dy"a",ical' Allalytical Geometry.,

QAritltmetic atld Historical Dialectics.

gArilhmetic and lMeta-lSysrematic Dialectics.

A
Tratlsitiolt to the Brie/jtlg on tlte U. - ~3 Dialecticalltleography.
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Zoom-In Map of Briefings Sub-Section [continued]

[90111- !l,: Bn.fing on U

Quanto-Qualitative Calculi Modeling Meta-Dynamics of!!niverse-of-Di~ourseMulti-Population Meta-Distributions.

g: Transitions Within ltversus Transitions Beyond It [Le., to U. [and Beyond}),

Diakt:ticlll.lihogro.phic Mod~1s of the 'System' and of tilt' 'Meta-System' of DiaIa::tkal Iihography [to-date}.

Tire 'Intra-Duality of"Naturar Arithmetic and the Progression from Q lQll [and Beyond I.

Sketch: Narrative Exposition/Model of the 'Meta-Systematic Dialectic' ofIt throut{lr N L...-..,Q to U,.
Thesis -- Simple Self-Unity: 1llitial, Limited Apperception/ Interpretation of Jl as the N-only Ideography.
Aut'itmsis -- Self-Difference: Selj-Intra-Differe"tiatiotl atld Self-Intra-OppositiOtl of the Simple Unity.

Some Descriptive LimitationsjInadequacies ofthe N-only Ideography qua Ideography.
Qualitative Inspecijicity - Absence of Ideographic.Arithrnetic Ontological/ Metrical Determinateness.
Self-Exo-Differentiation of, and Exo-Opposition to, this Simple Unity: The Em"f};"nc"j Funnation of the Q.ldeography.

Some Descriptive Limitationsflnadequades of the.Q Ideography: 'Possibility-Spaces' vs. 'Actuality'.
The.Q Ideograp1ly: Some Aspects ofIts 'Homeomorphic Defect'.

Quantitative lnspecificity: Deficiency Of Additive Idempol'Pncy - Population-Count Unspecifiabilily.
TimiJlg Limitations: Confmement to Lock-Step Co-Manifestation of Every Onto in Each lncrement of Ontology.
Tiu AbsDlct'OI'Extitldion': Confinement to 'Absolut~Euo/u/icily' [Inability to Express Partial'Umuolutidty' & 'fntmunlity'J.

Synthesis -- Complex Re-UtJity ['Mtfll-I-lnitc", 'Mefll-[rtldRl', 'SdfSubsumptirJt' StlfRl'-U~(lf'ionJ: ~ & [asJ the'y' Ideography.

Some Aspects of 'QUQtJto-Qualitative Computatioll' and 'Quant~QualitQtiveModelini in u..
Interpretation of ~U:; 'Cumu./Q' as 'Meta-Finite', 'Meta-Fractaf'.' Multi~Ontic', 'Multi·Population Meta-Distributions'.

The Operator !,.
The Operator ~.

Flexible Timing - Empirically Faithful Description of the Order and Dating of the Births of New Ontology.
The AchJalities of Local ElCtinction and of Radical Inviability.

Capability for Mndpling Radically Unfit j Even.lnitially-Unviable Ontos.
Capability for Empirica lIy Fitting Descriptions of Local 'Convolutiuns' within Gioolli Evulution and 'Meta-Evolution'.

Split Accounts: The Limitations of theCapability - Separate Modeling of Conversion Locus & Conversiun FOrnultion.

Transition: Some Descriptive Limitationsj Inadequacies of the,LL Ideography.
Restricted Repertoire of 'State-Variables' and 'Control Parameters': Confi.n£'ment to' Population Cardinomelry'.

Need for Explicit, Ideographic 'Metrical Qr.lUlifiers', versus both 'Ontological l}uali/iers' and'Pure Quantifiers'.
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Zoom-ill Map of Briefings Sub-Section [concluded]

[!low I - g,: Briefing on .~

Quanto-Qualitative Calculus of Ontologically and Metrically Ouallfied Quantifiers far Unified,
Numericai/Dimensional Analysis and Singularity 'Semantification' ['Re-Qualified Metafinite Analysis'].

The 'Intra-Duality' of'Quanto-Qualitative' Arithmetic and the Pro~ression from U to ell! [and Belfond J.

Sketch: Narrative Exposition/Model of the 'Meta-Systematic Dialectic' ofU through U..........,M to el11..

Thesis -- Self-Unity: Initial, Limited Apperception of U as Ontology-only Quanto-Qualification.

Partial Antithesis -- Self·Difference: Self-Intra-Differentiation to Self-Intra-Opposition of the Self-Unity.
Some Descriptive Limitations/ Inadequacies of the U,ldeography [Some Aspects of Its 'Homeomorphic Defect').

Metrical Inspecificity - Ideognphic-Arithmeticalhu'.xpressibilify of Explicit Metrical Determinations.
Restricted Repertoire of 'Stilte_VMiilbles' ilnd 'Control Parameters': Confinement to 'Popuilltiun Cardinomdry'.
Need for Explicit, Ideogrilphk '~trical Qualifiers', versus both 'Otl/t,logical Qualifiml and 'Pmv QrlRntijiers'.

Self-Exo-Differentiation of, and Exo-opposition to, this Self-Unity: Emergence/ Formiltion of the M Ideography.

[~] -~; 'Peanic',!Jll-Quanti/iablt, '~Booltan'Aritllmttic Mapping OntlrDyn;lmies from a Single Mctrio;/UnltcArcht-,

Some Descriptive Limitationsf!nadequacies of the ~. M Ideography.
UnquantifabiIity,

Confinement to the 'O"ttJ-Dyllll1nics' of a SUJgle "Species" of Metric/ Memu) UnillYJ,

Ambiguity /Multi-Valence of DiYision,IDecomposition [i.e., of 'MetricD.1 Qu.aJifiu Factorization'].

Partial Syntheses -- Partial Solutiotts: Steppingstones and Half-Way Houses on the Way to Full Synthesis.
Progrt!Sswe Partial Syntht'S6 as also ProgTessive Partilll A"tithfit!S.

[ 9tAtt ] - 9.s: 'Peilnic', QumrhflJlbu" 'Contr.ll-Boolun' Arithmetic Milpping MNltiples of the Mebiul Units uising from the

'Onw-J)ynnnitsis' of il Single Metriqtlnit <lArd,".

[ ~Q ] - ~: 'Peanic', U!!"QUilnl;(;i1bh.·, 'Boou,"",Unih Mapping 'Diophantine MoruuIs'foran Indefinite Multiplicity of

QUillitiltively!OnlologiGlllly Dislinct Monadic:: Sp<.·cies,

Synthesis -- Self-Re-Uttity I'Mtfa.rinitt', 'Mda-Fntdal', ',VIj-SUbsuJllptiPI 5nf-&-UnifiDltion]: 9w,w or.9w as the ai! Ideography.

Some Aspects of 'Quanto-Qualitative Computation' and 'Quanto-Qllalitative Modelini in al!.

Interpretation of ~~1 'Cumula' ilS Models of 'Meta-System' 'Meta-Dyllamics' - of 5equ~m£l'$ O/SY5t~1II5 ~eparaled by

'M~ta-FmdQI', 'MellI·Finil,·', s..'llBifuTattion 'Com>ersion SinKUlaritits', Modeled via Ulli/i~d Sb7.te-SI'IU:f'/Control-Spar,' 'Mrlu.SpuctS',

descril:,jng such 'Mdll-Evu/ut!on' via OntoiogiClfl/DimtnsioIll1VAxial/M~tri(Jl1 ['Qwmto-Q=/it.;,tioo'J Nd 5.:1j.Expall510n of the 'Mc1a-Spact'.

The Problem of Zero Division.

The 'Paradox ofSi/lgllt.arity' in Dynamiul 'Total-DifferenHill' and 'Partial-Differential' Systems.
The Paradox of Infinite Error: "Instantaneous" Transition from Micro-Rnite Re!liduill~ tI'llnfinily Residuals.
The Melriro-OlltoIogu:aI 'Fixity' of Dynamica19ystems Models - CorolLuy of 'The Pamt~idetmPoslul,,~'?

SnguLmty and 'The Nor/linearity Barrin'.
The Two Components of ~nsolvabiJi~.
Differential Equa.tion Ilip~ I rkgl"<X" > 1 Nonlinearity ties to Proneness to 'Moveable-Pole' Singularity,
due 10 'dt-_i""'vri;:l:f1"/"wrgafwl'~ dyrtllnm:nljinitt dijfnrnas - tinll'~f1rymgfunrliolls minus rontro/ pIlTlmrl'fl'n.

The 'CoJll.lrT$ioll Meta-Dynamic' and Zero Division,

Physical Meanings of [Meta-}Dynamiul 'COllt.>ersiOIl-SiJtgulJuity' as Guide to its Mathematical Representi.tion.
The -. postciori_, "synthetic", inductive, empiricill Prinriple of 'Meta/ilfitIJ.
5ingl.tlarityand Onto-Dynamasis.
~-QutmtitatiNZeros versus Purr·QwllitatiN bros versus Qwmlv-QuaJi,..tinr Zeros.

The 'Method ofIOntologiu)-Metriulj Re-Qu.alifica tiOll' ilnd 'Sirtguwrity 5ema1ltific.ation•.

Computation of Singuluities viii 'The Mt.thod ofRe-QualificaUo1l' - Some illustrations.
The Rocket Equation: cGtdaIrknP Experiment.
The Newtonliln MflIflJ-Body Probu,m.
The UltnnrioletClJtas~.

The 'Meta-Dynamics' of St",llou 'MetlJ-F.ooluliQtl': Convl.'n\ion Singularity Nlldto$yntJ~$i$ Inter-Epodu.l Transitions.

Transition to 131! and Beyond: Some Descriptive Limitations/Inadequacies of the al! Ideography.
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Zoom-In Map of Rriefings Sub-Section [concluded]

[ !Itw l - 9.,' Briefing on .j!,

Quanto-Qualitative Calculus of Ontologically
NumericaVDimensional Analysis and Singularity
[continued & concluded].

and Metrically Dualified Quantifiers for Unified,
'Semantification' ['Re-Qualified Metafinite Analysis']

Transition to the Next Seetiofl: The Precocity of these Briefings and the Work of Part II.

The Scale of Systematic-Dialectical'Ideo-Meta-Evolution' from N to W to Z to Q. to R and Beyond.

The Scale of 'Ideo-Meta-Evolutiofl' from ~ to A. to ~ to Ii to A, ... within each ~.
!!I.- Jl.""I' 1.- ~g. !I.'"k -

The Psycho-Historical Ideo-Dialectic of N.
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Meta-Briefing: Briefing on Briefings.

1bis sub-section is designed to familiarize the reader with certain notational practices, as well as with some
conceptual background, that might otherwise be unfamiliar, and which might thereby constitute a barrier to
the reader's appropriation of the three Briefings which follow.

Potential Notational-Conceptual Unfamiliarities. The notation used in these Briefings may be unfamiliar
mainly because it involves a qualitatively expanded arithmetic, algebra, and geometry; including a
formulation of, and a mode of calculation with, 'pure qualifiers' as well as with 'pure quantifiers', and also
with 'quanto-qualifiers' or 'quaio-quantifiers'. While we endeavor to make the incremental notation, as far as
we are able, consistent with -- indeed, a coherent extension or generalization of -- standard mathematical
notation, the meanings of new signs are seldom self-eVident from their form alone, without some conceptual
introduction n some explication of the idea behind the 'idea-gram'. We find it best to begin such explication
with the 'neo-ideograms' which inaugurate the incremental, qualifier side of mathematics:

• The ideogram or ideographic symbol t denotes the relation of non-quantitative, or qualitative, inequality.

There is an immanent need, even within today's standard mathematics, to make explicit its implicit involvement
with relations of inequality, ., that are not equivalent to quantitative inequality, ~. The relations 'greater than'
and 'less than' do not account for certain meanings of inequality that are already long-extant in mathematical
usage. Consider eV~day "dimensional analysis", where we have 5[in.] .. 3[in.], in that 5[in.]1 > 3[in.]\ but
also 5[in.]' :> 5[in.] = 5[sq. in.]', and clearly 5[in.]' + 5[sq. in.]', but also 5[in.]' ;: 5[sq. in.]', even
though, by some idealizations, there are an infinite number of 1-dimensionalline-segments [linear inches] in a
2-dimensional square 'plane-segment' [square inch], so that [ini »> [in.t We say that both line-segments &
'plane-segments' are finite, but dimensionally, qualitatively different, and that a 'plane-segment' is 'meta-finite'

relative to a line-segment. Thus, we write: [in.]2 t [in.]1. Consider also the mathematical domain of set theory, where distinct

·Jugicul mdWidrlllls' a .. b, C, d; b .. C, d; c .. d, imply {a, b} .. {c, d}, yet, {a, b} ~ {c, d}, & {a, b} 1: {c, d}, despire the fact that the;e 2 ~b;

have the same cardinality, 2. We :. write: {a, b} t (e, d). Consider the "Complex numbers", wherein i. +2.1-1, &:. of course i .. 1, but i :$-1, &

! -t- 1 either. Thus: ! t 1 Consider ulso the ~il.ku1usof ·Vl-'l.:wrs" - of "quanti/it·s· whi<:h have both "mugnifmk" {Iomntitl/nvc], and "din-won" 11.p<lI"tly

qualitatroe:, though measurable in terms of quantitative anFar "degrees"?j-- for either its ·scalar product rule" [or "dot product' role], or its 'wetor
A A A A A A A A 2 A A A A 2 A'

product rule" (or "CTOSS product" rule], e.g., of e,· e, - 'e, _ 1, and of e,· e2 - 0, or e, - e, __ e, _ 0, and e, _e2 _ e3, where either e1 .. 81 ,and
"t A' A A t A A -A -t - ; A- A t-A ~ - A A A- - -;:) A A - -

!, !, ,or !, - !2 !1,!Z, because V 3 !, 1 E R, and ~ [1 < !11, Or!3 !1,!Z, since!3 .1 !,,!z, and ~ [!3 < !" !21i and the 'space" of

"I1UltriceS" or '"Ifllmbtr-~''' is pervaded by the t relation to an even greater degree than is the "space" of vectors.

However, the need for the 't' symbol in Dialectical ldeography is even greater than in the standard
mathematics of today. The 'dialectical malflemalics' of Dialeclico.l ldeography begi.ns with the fonnulation of
new systems of non-standard arithmetic, systems whose 'meta-numerals' model 'metrical qualifiers' and/or
'ontological qualifiers'. Dialecticalldeography begins with 'meta-numbers' which represent qualities, not [or not
only] quatltities. Therefore, the typical relation between any pair of distinct 'dialectical numbers' is that

denoted by 't', not that denoted by' ~ '. Standard mathematics is pervaded by a "trichotomy pritlciple" which

holds that the relation between any pair of numbers is, ~, i.e., that the possibilities of such relationship are

exhausted by the three relations 'ffuJuncted' in that sign, and contained in the three-clement set {- J >, <}.
Dialeclicalldeographl{ expliCitly extends that "trichotomy principle" to a 'tetra-chotomy principLe', and that set
to [at least] the four-element set {-, >, <, f}, for which there are two distinct and opposing 'ideo-ontological'

'species' or "'kinds'" of the 'Isub-]genus' of inequality: .. as L versus"" as t.

" A, ~ & Ii. denole "[mcta-lfinilr diffrrrncing- oprralions; 'i1lcreme1ltors', of, respectively, 'pure quantity', ( Ii. ),
'pure quality', [Ii. D, and mixed/combined/unified 'quQllto-auality', CIi. ).

• --+, --c cumutUf/l ["total"] "order' signs for Ilistorical dialectic &; [mcta-Jsystematic dialectic resp. [homologous to < in pure-quantitative 'oons=la',
• •'OOlltigua', alld am/illl/a]. E.g., Q1-! --+-y-!1z, if! & Y Tf'f~ to 'illle'l'Oirms' of ohjnliVf'-f'xte'l'Oi"e or 'pl,y.~i(}-<)nt05'I'..ph!isi.~» ootO$',

or '"plly~iml''' 'l;m\.Qli'], ~ -<; :i if to ~lli,oi1l(-inlm~wl interl$iwui/ CIlkgvoo vr 'idc<v-vntv~'.
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Thus, A(x) - Ax denotes some standard-increment part of that «arithmos» of "'quantifier'" units - that
abstract, pure, unqualified 'quantifier value -- for which X stands. The expression A [ !. ] - Ax, on the
contrary, denotes some 'meta-fractally' higher likeness of that «arithmos» of 'qualifier' units -- the abstract, pure,
unquantified 'qualifier value -- for which !. stands. The expression AC~ ) - Ax denotes a differencing

operation involving the 'quanttrqualifier ['quantified qualifier] or 'quaiD-quantifier' [,qualified quantifier1 for
which I stands.

S:rx::~. in these Brit':fitrg5, we de5Cnbe and II\5tantWtc 'ilriUuneticilJ' citlcuJatwf\s and 'algorithms' involving 'qwlifin' 'nlUl'lel'als' ol 3 distinct~
covering their interactions with Olll: anuthcr ~ well iI5 their interactions with 5tandard numerical 'quantifi~rs',we u.se parenth~tical cues,. different
kmdso(~nthcscs,to connuk diffcnmt typel;of rpmlifino/qumdifino contents and interactions, viz.:

· [ ...]] for 'pure ontological quo.lijier' contents [contents here denoted genericaUy by ellipsis dots '...'l
For convenience, in contexts devoid of the 'co·occurrence' of ontological and metrical 'qualifiers',
where confusion thus should not arise, we may use [...] to enclose pure 'ontological qualifiers';

for 'full_multiplicity' [i.~., not confined to the unit interval] 'pure quantifier' contents;

for 'pure metn'cal qualifier' contents;

for unquantified [or unit-quantifiedJ and explicitly 'mixed' qualifier/qualifier cases -- for
'metrically-qualified ontological qualifiers' or 'ontologically-qualijied metrical qualifiers';

• [ ... l

• <. ..>
• ( ... )

• (. ..) for 'mixed', 'qlUmlo-qllalijier', or 'qualo-qunntifid products-<:ontents, i.e., for 'qualified quantities'
or 'quantified qualities' as expressed via 'qualified quantijiLr' or 'qUilntified qualifier' symbols.

Symbobof 'meta-finite', '''rrooIutrona,y'' transition, or of di.aJ.ectical-k>gical '(ollo'«<""l<i,,', .. re U500 ..bundantly throughout ~

- denatl!!> 'St'lfall$lll impliollion' or 'lrntponl br:'roming' in lriflvrifll/ dilllrctic; movements ofatn7ull twntiifieo]s;

• ~ denotes the postulatcd ml1lumcnt from any given '[l'l(>ta-nUI1"leral' value to its seU-ocaufhrMllO self-negation via rself-]squaring,
in the context of a 'minimally-interpreted' syntax uf a dilllech·CllI arithmdic, as yet applied neither for the construction of an
historical diauctical model, nor for that of a [rneta-J5!/stt'matic dialectical modeL

Th~ relation5hip between .. :.ymbol wNch denotes an [ontological'·jnk!lSion1ality]" or "mtilning" for a uni'Dr-fl;I" ofdi5rour5l' that i5 to be nv.>dcll,.ocJ. and a
'J'Qlcdre:tl/ mdll-nlDllt'T'Ri', "ll5S1f(1ltd" to that symbol i15its "'mOiUf" or "'jnti''P,.,.,a,ioll'" within Diukctirtll Idroxraphy. is I;!Xpres.<;ed via a special sign herein-

• - denotes the relationship or the operation of 'interpretation' in the above scnsc. Thus, an expression such
• •as 'humanity - 0256', asserts that the 'meta-numeral' Q256, interpreted as an 'ontological qualifier', is

assigned to the 'onto' [toutological category'} symbol or 'eventity' symbol thumanity', as a model or
imperfect -- or with homeomorphic defect -- representation of the 'eventity' thus designated, in a
dialectical-ideographic model of the universe of discourse being specified, in part, by that expression.

Diah.oc;l:ic"d.!-ideographic models a150 involve}dnds of ',ontJJilflflLllt' that genera1i7~,and dilfer qualitativdy from. those familiar from standard set theory,
viz.., e (is an element of1 and C li~ a (\ub!;.et of] -

• C,:::J denote relationships of 'sub-system' or 'sub-component' explicit containment at any level, which may
hold between intension-symools, even when, for their extensions, the E and C relations do not hold.

• le,:::J1 denote relationships of implicit containment, as embryonic versus as extant or manifest possibility.

We use 3 Ideograms for 3 aspects of each prtSt!1lt'5 Disian of th~ 'u/timQtt': Aritlrlfft!lic', always n."C\.-ding. U\ response to our advance, into ever.higher
'meta-fractal'layers of 'ideo-ontology' as we approach il, ~r 'TJat. G<ldt!Jitlllltko-Mt!lIl-DyrrtmriC', 01" '17w CDfUfill1l Via/utic';

}It }l{,!!!. denote the cu"cnt 1I0rizons of (1) the ultimate space or ·set- of 'standard meta-numbers' [starting

with i. +v'-1J; (2) the ultinmte space or "set" of 'non-standard/dialectical meta-numbers'[starting
•with !Ii], and (3) the ultimate rules-system for the arithmetics, +, of both the fonner and latter.
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We follow a practice of recent mathematics in denoting. by univocal symbol'\. whole 'spac£s" or [potentiaII!l-hyinite] "'sds'" o( numbers o( various
'''Sptde:s''', lhus formine,.. as a conceplual objl'Cl, and directing rp-<1ders' atlentions to, Ii'll" WI1UIIOJI esse'lG', "'intellsifl/l"', or lolalily of a given, entice such
"'~p:eid"as a ~ubj...~t-malt"'T of <lis<:oUISC_

For example, 'N' standardly denotes the so-called "Natural" numbers "set" or '''space''', namely, {1, 2, 3,...},

and R, the "irrational" plus "ratio-nal" -- the so-called "Real" -- numbers. We go further here, denoting, by the
underscoring of such 'number-space' or 'number-set' symbols, the total 'rules-system', including various

axiomatizations, of the arithmetic of that 'number-space', viz. N & R.

Since we use Q to denote the 'number-space' of the 'meta-numbers' interpretable as Ontological Qualifiers, to

help distinguish it from Q, which traditionally denotes the "Quotient" or "ratio-nal" numbers, we use Q to
denote the rules-system of 'pure-qualifier' arithmetic. Single-underscored number-space symbols indicate
'"second~order'''and '"higher-order''' specificatiOns or axiomatizations of such arithmetics.

Paradoxically, double.underscored number-space symbols here denote '"first-order''' specifications or axiomatizations of such arithmetics. We foment
lhis notational paradox to subliminally remind Ii'll" TP-<1der, and oUT5l'lves, that the "'first-order''' rules-systems encompass IU'l"(-" arithmdic conlellt,
including SO-<-<1n~ "non-standard" versions o( th05e arithmelics, than do the higher-order specifications [as implied by lhe conjunction of the COdeI
[scm.-mticJ complewflC'Ss ami [syntactic] i!!c"t)ll\plctcn...-ss th......,rcms for '"fir~t--or<l",r'''systt'TI\S, a conjunction which does nut pertain for "'hii¥ter-order'"
systems, for which tho.: cumpktcll"'~ thecrr",m due5 not hold, but only the i!!cumpleteness theorems]. Specifically, the '"first-order''' rules-systems
encompass 'The S/andardjNon-Standard Models intra-duality'. The 'meta-systematic difl1ectic' generated byjexpre&<;ive of that 'intra~I1ty' is the
central focus of the Briefings which follow. Also, we use these rules·system symbols ,rot a~ passir:>e, 'rowUc label~ or de:o;ignators, but as dlillt"diCJ21 opaalors;
as 'self......uifheben»' self-subIo.lors, e.g..

N --il .-oN. NN - NHO - .It' - 4lte ~.ltn I ~It t It, & ~It •
A brief catalOKUe of our symbols for some of the various "standard" arithmetics encountered in these Briefings is given below [for fuller detail, see
Postscripts, Glossaries, Glossary ofIdeogramsl -

N.

w.
z •
Q.

R.

c •
H.

o.
v.

{1, 2, 3, ...}, the one-dimensional space or 'cOII$ecuwn' of the so-called "Katural· Numbers;

{a, 1, 2, 3, ...}, Ihe une-dimeru.ionalspace or 'consecuum' of the so-called 'Whole" Numbers;

{n., -1, -2, -3, 0, +1, +2, +3, ...},the 1-0 space ur 'cvrn;ecuum' o(the "'Int"'gral'" Numbers, or "InteKers";

{... , -4/3...., -1/2, .n, 0, ... , +1/2, ... , +4/3, ...}. 'mnfiguum' of Ii'll" "Quotient· Numbers, or "Ra/jo[-naIl' Numbers;

{...,-n:,..., -e,...,-v2,... ,0,....+v2.....+e....,+Jt•...}, so-called ·continuum" of the so-called "~eal" Numbers;

{ Rr + Rri}' r. llllit[y]{of th", real monbm. +1; i.!1 • unitLv] of Ii'll' imaginary numbers. +V-1; the 2-D space of "Jiompler' Numbers;

{ Rr + Rri1 + Rrh: + Rrh}' the 4·0 [four-dimcruoionul] ~7'aU'or "continuum" of the J1amillonQulltemions;

A A A
{ R!1 + R!2+ R!3 + ... }, the n-dimensional space or "continuum" of the ITeaviotidej(;ibh;j'quasi-Grassmannian llectors.

We use 'l!!!:.-subscripls', such as the U in ~Q..2, which specifies the yniverse of discourse which the Q have

been applied to model in the case at hand, as well as the usual'[post-]subscripts', such as the"t in the same

compound-ideogram symboL We also employ 'm-superscripts', such as the n in ~~2, which specifies the

ordinal-numbered taxonomic level within u, which the Q have been applied to model, in addition to the
usual 'lpost-]superscripts', such as the power or exponent 2 in the same symbol-complex [for more on these
conventions of nolation, please SC'(' Part I. d" sulJ.-se<:tion entitled Higlla u:ocl [5111>-]Universe-Modds].

We delimit ltUJjur hypotheses -- typically kdual, and denot",d generically, here, by ellipsis dots, •.. .' - as follows:. n •• [t/wligil tile majority of tile

mllkriul, :i(ll:nd~tIor not, n:main~· conjectural], vs. (pror>en] theorems. derived deductively from explicit premi~,via ....-I. Sing[,- '1fw"'-marks enclose
'~eIf-'f'iole!i'of our own coinagcs. Vouble qucte-marks enclose exact quotes of OtJleT5. Triple IfUllIe-marks enclOl'Ol' a/Jproximlltf, pllrapltraSfd '1unlI-s o( olhers_
Double 'angle marks', ....."', enclose non-English word~,whelher tTart~literatedOr rf'ndered in their native illphabelsJ.
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We also employ -- in conlexL~ where the 3 major 'application-domains' of the Q dialectical arithmetic require
rigorous distinction -- distinct but mutually similar notations for the 'generic dialectical self-movemenf, or
'generic onto-dynamical «autokitlesis»'. That is, we employ--

(1) for the generic, mitlimalllJ-illtcrpreted .Q. arithmetic

A

t K Ii

(2) for that arithmetic illterpreted for historical diakcti.c, or "'dialectic of (both pre-human and human] nature'":

(3) for that arithmetic mterpreted for mdD.-S1/sUm-D.m dilll«tiad, at.tegonQI-progreuIGn, UUo-5!{stems-progression idtD.-uposition:

4~.OI~llHI- - - -.

The above~ p.ach a.5SeT1, among other principles,. Ofll" which holds that each .8. IS W9W7f 'auf - ils own gJ[_au/h!bnr»~ its own
'meta ~o1utionaJy', 'ulCta-dyni11JUCa1', 'meta-fuute', 'meta-monadic' dialectic:al sclf-negatian/sdf-transiormation operation..

Herein we may, for typographical convenience, drop the 'A' symbol-element, or 'ideographical diaCTitiCilI
mark', [which signifies the lin it-status [e.g., modulus equal to unity, elc.] of those 'dialectical nt£ta-numbers'
which bear it}, where the presence of other, contextual cues so allows. Also for typographical convenience, we
may use standard [] parentheses, or -brackets-, instead of, e.g., 1...1, ( ... ), or LJ, to enclose uninterpreted Q

A •

-pure-, unquantifiable 'ontological qualifiers', the go, the Un 'quantifiable ontologico.l qualifiers' of U arithmetic, and

•the l!:u 'nt£trical qualifiers' of the al! ['alpha-mu'] arithmetic, where context permits this without confusion.

We may also use the standard 'T' sign in place of the 'Ea' sign of the minimally-interpreted Q arithmetic, the '.'
sign of the g arithmetic interpreted for historical exo-dialectic, and the '.' sign of that arithmetic interpreted
for categories-progressiotJ/systems-progression 'L meta- ]syslem-atic ideo-dialectic', in contexts where the
generalization of '+' to encompass such operations of superposition, aggregation, or "addition"', including their
'!lQ!1-amalgamative', as well as their idempotent, or 'super·amalgamative' aspects, is clear.

Along with the above 3 variants of the signs for the analogue of ordinary-arithmetic's operation of addition in
the 'pure qualifier' arithmetic of Q, and beyond, we have also a corresponding 3 variants of the signs for the
nearest analogues of ordinary arithmetic's operations of multiplicat'ion, subtraction, and division:

[8],0,@

EJ~0, ,

'''mllfliplit:lllicm'''/prulijl:ration/'mllltiplia"tation' of ontoIOKiC4l, me/riatl, etc., qualities/of olltological, me/riml, etc., 'qwdi/iu dial.eC:fol'!i';

"'subtrac:tlml'" of onloloeicA1, melric"l, elc., qualilil"S / of Ollt01ogi<:al, ulCtril;al, I'lc., 'lflllllifier dinfutors';

• !±I, -Q>, 0 "'dimslon'" of ontological,. metrical, etc., qualities I of ontolq;cal, metric:al, etc., 'lflllllifier dinler:lors'.

The latter two analogous operations -- the Q-and-beyond analogues of subtraction and division -- first
become fully definable only in .Q and zQ.. respectively, but arc not comprehensively meaningful in NQ,
where the 3 progressive variants of the Q arithmetic just referenced arc defined as follows:

. .9 •

A A A
{ qo. !l1o !l2. !l3... · };

A.AA. AAA

{ ... , !I-31 !I-2' g-i' qo. !I+ i • g+2' !I+3•.. • }.
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Potential ConceptuullTerminological Unfamiliarities.

Plato's term «Dialloia), ["Tire flrumalI faculty ofl Understanding"; d. Hegel's «Verstand»], names, in our
usage herein, those human factor(s}, faction(s}, and institutions upholding exclusively lhe mode and
"'instrumentality of though~" [or «orgalwn»} of reductionist, atomistic-analytical, mechanical/formal
logic. This logic initially holds, at the beginning of its history, that the axioms, primitives, base definitions,
and rules of inference of mathematics, and of formal logic itself, are unique and fixed in perpehlity; are
immutable, timeless, changeless, eternal truths.

But it also holds that these ideas cannot be accounted for or justified formally; that they must arise/be
discovered outside, external to, the axiomatic systems resulting from the applications of formal logic; that
there is no formal-logical means for arriving at these ideas; that formal deduction/rules of inference
provide no justification, no method for arriving at, no formal account of, these starting points - the
points from which all else is deduced. It offers only the essentially autlroritarian, dogmatic, and
docfr;'Jaire principle that may be voiced as follows: lit am an expert; , ha've tried and experienced the
COllsequences of every possible relcvallt altcmative; 1 therefore know lhat this slarting point is optimal -- the best
ofall possible starting poil1ts -- so first just accept these" STANDARD" postulates. All else that' have promised
-- the best possible results -- follow from them. lust trust me [on pain of ridicule, o~tracism, ..., death, etc.]" .

• Plato's term ,<Dialekticos» [or «Dialcktikb" d. Hegel'~ «Dialektik», and «Vernunft), for "[DialecticalJ
Reasotl"], in our usage herein, names an «orgal1on» that includes: (1) mental instrumentalities for the
immanent critique of existing axiomatizations; (2) for finding -- and optimizing/justifying,. relative to
known alternatives -- axioms, definitions, primitives, & rules of inference, for emergent axiomatizations,
and; (3) for accounting, "'psycho-historically''', for the order of 'meta-evolutiolJ' of systems of axioms,
definitions, primitives, & rules of inference across human-historical time. This includes comprehending
and modeling, reconstructively, and even predictively, the empirically/'psyclro-archaeologically'
observable patterns of that 'meta-evolution'. Even before the discovery of the Non-Euclidean Geometries;
even before COdel's formalization of the logical phenomenon of ·undecidllbility- or -axiomatic independence",
the Platonic dialectical tradition held that, in a given universe of discourse, there is usually no single,
unique, optimal system of axioms, definitions, primitives, and rules of inference; that trade-offs and
options exist, even abound -- that 'alternativity aboUlJds' -- for framing qualitatively, 'ideo-ontological1y'
different, differentially useful, differentially advantaged-and-dis-advantaged axiomatic systems. Moreover, the
«organon» of 'dialectics' is a thought-tool whose users are, by their use of it, brought to notice, through
their own 'psycho-historical'/'psycho-archaeological' observation of human history, that even mainline,
"standard" logical/maUlematical/scientific axiomatic systems 'meta-evolve', Le., change qualitatively,
expanding and progressing in the 'ideo-ontology' they imply, along with the general progress of humanity.
They may thus discern patterns, 'ideo-meta-dynamks', meta-"laws" of this 'ideo-ontological expansion';
of this mapping of what we call 'The Godelian Tdeo 4 Mela-Dynamic' onto human history.

The heart of the dialectical tradition thus centers upon the collective, pluralistic, democratic, social
pritlciple of ever-presctlt, Living, apen, colleclive self-questioning; the Socratic/Platotlic pritlciple of
contitlua 1 socia 1 self-itlterrogatioll [no wngu /imiIJ>J, QS wililin 1111' horizons of tM "nOmt Gm:k epoch of mantm soany, 10 JmrOt:J'Uht
Jdibtfillion rrsmmJ Iv 1/1{, :;l1lVl:-lIoIdrtl~K'bk g-Ii~i~, adutling tilt rtsf of soddy], as oppno;ed 10 the monolithic, dictaloria1, remk.'f\tlaIly

totalitarian, dogmatic,. doctrinaire. and con.o;equenlly typi<:ally sub-optimaliffipositions of rrcrivrd mdhority.

This «Dialectics» is the standpoint of this essay, and the name of the movement to which it belongs. As a

result, we do not confine our concerns to the discussion of. e.g., N, W, Z, Q, R, & C as if fixed and

final/pre-completed Number-Spaces, nor to that of lheir rules-systems, denoted It. W, z.. ~ It & ~
respectively, as if they were fixed, eternal, immutable systems-of-truths, nor to that of their usual

pedagogical interconnexion or [meta-]~'Ystem-aticorder-Qf-exposition, e.g., N ~ W ~ Z --3 Q. ~ R ~ ~

nor to that of their histon'cal progression and order-Qf-discovery, which is, per our Hypothesis, for occidental

humanity at least: N - ~+ - R+ - R~ .. o - R~_- R - C - H - 0 - ... - V - ... ,
wherein!!. d('nob--s R ""du:>ive of 0 and "negatives numbers", and wherein!!. denote; the 5olm(', but uldusivc of po~·il;v.. ;n(in;!"s;mals.

• _ • G
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w~ are also concerned here, as in the Briefings which follow, with their 'ideu-meta.dyllamics' or '''ideo~11Ieta-system

transitions'" in the direction of 'contra-Boolean', dialectical 'quantifialqualifier' arithmetics, such as:

I.e., we also address the 'ideo-ontodynamasis' of the arithmetical 'meta.system', or 'idev-meta-jractal'
sequence of systems of arithmetic, in that direction of conception which encompasses dialectical ideography
as developed herein and to-date, and as outlined in thcse Briefings.

We conduct, in these Briefings, an exposition of this 'ideo-metasystem' of dialectical ideography by means of a
'metasystematic-dialecticar "categon·al progression" method of presentation and of dialectical derivation of each
successive system of an·thmetic as 'idea-system I, 'roles-system', or 'CJltegory'l"species'" of ideography. We do so
using the Q arithmetic itscU .- which is also one of the systems of dialectical arithmetic arising in this progression
of 'Peanic [or] arithmetiCJlI systems -- to model the whole progression: for the dialectical derivation of each
system in the sequence, itself included. Denotations of our symbols for the first seven of these 'ideo-ontological'

categories-of-arithmetics in that 'mctasystematic-dialectiCJlI' order, starting from 1£ not from Ii. as «arche», arc;

Jt1
A

g. - .,!JIM!
A

g. - ,.!1!!9

:::J {O, 1, 2, 3, ...} • Any rulf'-s-sysl"m whos~ objects obey the "firsl-1.lrder" I'eano postulates [the fir.;t 4 of the 51;
A A A

:::J ..Q • { qO' "1, "2, "3, ... }, spaco;, of 'Im'fllllnhfiable Qualifier _ta-numbers', typically interpreted ali 'onmlngieRl

qual~r; able to modelth(' 'm..tafinih>', 'metu-frudul" stmdlm: of 'muJti-<mtlccumula', but only qwdittltiut:ly, or ~-t)nloiOfictllly;

a a a
:::J ,.!:1 • {Uo' W!.!1, W !.!2, W!.!3, ... }, spac(' of 'lfUUJ'lliliabl"'lludifias' avx1eling 'multi-populsltion mdtlodistnlJutiom';

of the fust of the arithme~able to noiel the 'mulli-ontic omru/tl of 'rneta-evolvinl( universes '~lit"tiutly';

{
A A A }

:::J .,M:. • rna, m1, ~2, ~3, ... ,spa(eof'!!!!'lWl'lIijiMbkqw:rJj~ulterpreteda.stheontologyofa'metrieRlunitljU41iJitr';

A A A
000

:::J {mO' Wm" Wm2, Wm3, ... },spaceof 'gWlVdifi4bk~~ intl"fPretoo for 'popuilltionsof m..tric.1 qwriifttrJ';

:::J {~ ,m.. ,~ I ~ I ••• }. space of 'llI!quantrjUlbll" ontolom of additit>dyf:t multiplia""","/y iJunpolntt 'qu.liji.-D';
qo "1 "2 "3

A a: s <s s> aa: 8
g, - ll"~ :::l.J!. • { 110, {(W)I8I[!!JI8I[ !!, D)}, {(W) !!yl8l!!, }, {W!!lI!!'}' {W!!ym 4}' ... }.
space of 'quanto-qulllitlltTvt,' or "l""/Q-qllllnhllllr11e meta-numbers' which are doubly qualifU'd; of quanti/iNS qualified roth ontu/()gictllly and mdna!lty, able
to model th(' m-:[II-"Y"'em sllcc..ssion of a given 'tflI'ta-jinit£, 'mdQ-jmdal multi-tmlh: DJmulum' in a ''fU'DIllHftmlitutiw' & 'multi-mdriCllf way, and in
terms of any spectrum of metrics; used to characteri7.e the slate-·varial>l.cs (t1U.! (:ontrol~parameteI'$ of the 'meta-evolving', 'rndll-dyrurmioll' !itlltl!
)pIla/cvnrrol-spaa 'unitil!d IIlda-spau' of each f;UC((JSSive system of the dim:hronil; 'mda-system', encompassing 'rndlljinire sl'lfbifurrnli,'UJ 5ingularitil's', fOI
evolving and 'meta-evo!vine' w.iT>eff<!S ofdiscourse in gCIU..T;r}.

In the above-listed systems-progression, W is taken as conceptual <,arche») [ever-present origin; ever
controlling source; initial condition] of number-in-general, while Q denotes the «arcJlb> of the dialectical..---
ideographies, of the explicitll{ dialectical arithmetics presented herein. In the notations for the 'meta-numerals' of
these dialectical arithmetics, we employ the underscore ideogram element, or "'ideographical diacritical mark''', '_',
to signify those 'meta-numbers' or 'meta-scalar' operators whose 'unit-qualifier' self-multiplication is 'strongly
contra-Boolean', i.e., whose 'self-product-tion' is 'outologically' or qualitatively 'metu.potent', whether 'evolute' or
'convolute'. Such 'ontology self-multipliCJltions' have the form !:!.. !. x !.. !.£!.] • xx. !.2 • I"!. Ill: C!.- such

that tl.!. t ! and O! t qo. We employ the "hat" ideogram-element, lA', for 'meta-numerals' interpretable as

ontological qualifiers, to signify qualifier ·unities"; "units·, ·monads", BfOrnJ5 of unity-, ·Non-Standard" forms of
1, i.e., transcendental operators of 'meta-modulus' "unity" [of "length" ·one unif'; of "unit length"], in short, to

designatc 'dialector unil-qualifiers' in the tradition of the traditional "unit vectors", herein denoted X, y, Z,
A A A - -

or !1, !2, !3, .... We 5Offi("times, whl"n contextual cues a.lIow, omit the "hat" component for typographkal conV('nlcnce_ We:;i.m&rly employ the
'8' 'M.wirtU' ideogram~\(>m('l1l to :;lgrufy quantifiable unit qIII:Ititil!rs lreprising Dinphantus' "syncopatoo" SYll~tion of the Ilbstmd. game
homogmtOus unitJ, or «mmlllt15~, of the Platonk+ «llTilJmwi !!!E!'!E!.ikoi., via' in the proto-algebraic notatirm of hi~ circa 250 c.E. work. the
«Arithmetic!!'''·1
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• The philosophical term "Ontology" i~ f'mployed hf'rf'in in a IWII-reductioni.~tmodf', pl'Thap5 a modI' rarf'ly enco,mtered in explicit fom,.
For example, if we suppose that molecules are the immediate 'meta-IIIlits' or 'meta_monads,.' of atoms -- 'meta-atoms', eadl made up out of a
heterogeneous multiplicity of atoms -- constructed via densHied/intensified mutual interactions o( atoms after locali7..ed atomic IX'pulation5
withi.n the 'meta-evolving' COSlllOS aHain sufficient multiplicity and density, we nevertheless conceive the ontological calegol)' of molecules as a
·terfium lfIIil!'; as holding un in,kpl.'ndl.'nt onMogi<:alstdtus vi.s-a-vi~ thut of atom.s if we find that the 'behm'i"'alquillities', the 'types of adion',
the "emergent properties" evident in the phenrnTlI:rwlogy of mol~ules 'qualitatively exceed' and add to those manifest in atomic matters which
were, or which remain,. without any organization at the molecular level. We then, in that case, do not say that molecules are "just" "conections" of
atoms. We do not "reduu" molecules to atoms simply because molecules "contai,," atoms, or constitule a 'self-subsumptitm' of atoms. We see the
self-movement of the 'meta-evolving' cosmos, from a 'meta-state' containing~ but l!Q molecules to one containing both - to one
containi.ng 'atoms .. molecules' -- as one in whirll till' a>smos udds new ontology to itself as an ontology expansion; as a 'ml'ta-dynumiCMI pllX"<'SS'
and also as an 'qnto-dynilmical' seJfmllVement, an 'qnto-dynalnasis'; as an 'onto-auW-kinesis' and as an 'auto-cnto-killesis'.

OvetView of BriefinRs. Let us characterize these first 7 arithmetics in more detail, as a preview ofwhal is lo come:

A

Qt! • It denotes the category or concept fjntensj01l[-~Jityllof that ru/es-s.ystem regarding idea-objects known as "numbers", Le., that 5.YS/ml of

aritllmetic, which is the arithmetic of 'Katural' numbers as specified by "first-orde1" propositions / rules / axioms, such as the first four
Peano Pno;tulates, flliliL. "Fjn;t-ordet' axiom~ involve assertion~ about 'Iogiall illdiuidWlL~ -- here, about illdiuidUil/llumb.!rs--as-idea-abjects
onl!!; but not assertions about ~ts of such individuals/nwnbers. TIle rules system of the arithmetic of numbers grasped as exoterically
as "'pure/g'>lU'ric, ~ua\i£ied quantifi''TS'"

• Q denotes a system ofarithmetic whose unitsj «mot/ads" are 'Pea"ic' [compliant with the first-order Peano Postu.lates]

but 'col/tra-Boolea,,' in self-multiplication, and interpretable as "pure", i.e., 'ull!P'-a"tifiahle outa/agical uuit·Qualifjers'
[in polar <:ontnuiety to N interpreted as a system ofarithmetic of "pure", i.e., of "abstract" or 'unqualified' qualltifiers'],

A

i.e" with each gn 'meta-number' as a IIoll-additivej'non-addable' [additively idempotent] 'ontological qualifier',
A

gU. U. denotes a system ofarithmetic whose 'ynit qualifiers' are 'quantifiable,!additive as well as 'Quaio-Pea"ie'; and are

-also self.multiplicatively 'colltra-Boolean', but which are stil I intE>rpretable as 'Ditto logical qualifiers', and which thus
combine 'ontological qualificatirm' with "'lfllantification"', but whith :;tililuck the cilpacity tu express 'metrical !fIIalifiers', or
any other, higher species of qualifiers, ideographically and algorithmically.

A

9
M

• M denotes a syst,'m ofaritbmetic which moods Ihe rmll)lvgy and 'rmlo-dyrulrnics' of a[ny] unit or «monad» which is interpretable as a

metrical qualifier or dilJlensionallQlitly], and which unitfy] is 'Qualo-Pemlic', and 'contrA-Boolean' in Sf>lf-multiplication, but, again,
non-additive [additi1Jldy iJ..ml'otent], and restrict",d, in its modeling capability, to a capability to model but one single «archb species
o( metric/metrical unil/dUllension/dimcnsional unit at a tillle,

denotes a sysli'm ofarillltnetic whO/i.e units / qualifiers a .... 'quantifiable' as well 'Qualo-Peanic' and self-multiplicatively 'contro-lWol£an',

interpretable as [metTical qualifiers], and which thus mmbille 'nretriall QUalification' with il.~ apposite, "'qualltifimtir}ll"', but only for one
single «aTc/li" species of metric/metrical unil/dimeTl~ion/dimensional unil at a time.

denotes a system ofarithmetic of 'Qualo_JJeallic', hybrid, Q-subscripted, still ullquantifia ble qua Iifier u/lits!«mollad,,~

whith yet exhibit the 'Boolea", "idempotent" self-multiplication' which is also characteristic of tht" units of the classica I

arithmetic of the Diophantine monads [which Diophantus denoted by the "syncopated" abbreviation M]. and of Plato's
«A rithmoi MOlladikoi", but still partially interpretable as an arithmetic of metrical qualifiers, and which, via its
g-subscripting, first surfaces the 'principle ofniles-system subsumption' and the 'principle 0/ dis-elltallglemmf
of "'fundamental units'" needed for a full-fledged arithmetic ofdimensional analysis, and encompassin~for the first time,
though in a 'pre-vestigial' fashion, multiple 'larche:» for mulli pic species of "'fwldamcnlal'" mctrics.

A

9
MU

• fI~ denotes a ,y,h:m ufarithmetic whose quantifiers are ~rplidlJy both 'metrically and ontologically qualifiable'. I.e., its exp/idf,

mm'billt'd, but 'di.~e"tlv'Sle-ab/e''"",Irical qualifiers' a .... quantifiable, and its 'ontological qualifiers' arc 'mdrically qwmlo-quu/ifiublt·',
il~ quantifier unit, and 'memc.al and ontological qualifier unils', arc 'Permic', its lfIIuntifier unit[y] i.s '&olean' in self-multiplication, its
'mdnml and untulugiulll/uuli/ier' lI1Iits are 'cqntTa-Hoole(ffl' in self-multiplication, and 'addable' / additiveJy non-idempotent. Also,
its 'metrical quanto-qualifier' sub-arithmetic instantiates a full-fledged, ideogr~plliall-algorithmic arithmetic of dimellsiolw/ mwlysis,
encompassing. in unified fashion, multiple O<lUc1ui» for multiple species of "fundamental" metricallDlits/«mmwJ,>~ and its UfO dirrisi01l
or additive-identity-division opemtion i.~ well-d4illed/determinarn. Consequently, the "singuillrities' of dynarnical models can be
calculated and 'semalllifted'as meaningful. arrurale '[ml'ta-]jinite' va/INs, thereby ovr.'Tlvming a key ,·IlU:;(.' uf'''Tht· Nonlinearity H«rrier''', given

lile illhaenl WllflexiOIl of degn't' > 1 valUt'S ofstute-function UnkllUWn, in rnte-uf-ebllnge equations to finite-time. movt:able pole. zero-division
A A

singularity. E.lch R • gllJJ.. a~ 'mdll-numbcr' i.s thus able to express the nwmentaneous value of a 'state~' or a
'control.paramt'tcr¥I!1a [nonlinear] dynumiculJ>yJ>km, with the 'ontological qua/ifier' "'factor'" denoting the 'vector component
qualifier', the "kind", of the metric in question, with the 'metrical qualifier' "'factor''' denoting the dimensional/metrical unit of the
metric in qUel'tion. and with the 'quantifier' "'factor'" denoting the momentaneous number of dimensional/metrical units of that
metric manifest by the system in question, at the temporal moment in question.
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The key kl the '~ucas.<;i(m.lngi(.'or 'flrogrusion.!Dgic' of the ahove pedagogical order of presentation (or lhis progfCS$ion of sysk'Inli uf arithrru:obc i:; tho;!
pedagogical decision that the increment to 'concept-ontnlogy' produced by the 'l\elf-reflexion' of Q - of the (irsl-ordcr rul.'s-~:Js/em of 'unlu/wirul
qualificQtion' - is lz1, the .-ules-system of Metrical quali/iration and of an 'ideo-ontological meta-evolution' of tn~t,.ical qIll1.Iifil':r5' which is analogous
10, or a~I(Rg.~ of, />#ltn/ogieRI 1f1ll1.1ific.ution and of th(' 'Jll('la-('vo!ution' of 'onlolu¥irul/fUUlijirr:l.

The first Briefing presents the g, arithmetic. The second Briefing presents the .u. arithmetic. The third and final
A A

Brief;1lg presents the gMQN' 9Mu, or al!; arithmetic, including the build-up toward it via the successive
----A A

conceptual superposition of the M., 9MH, and 9MQ arithmetics.

Mathematical Logic, Dialectical Logic, and 'The GlJde1ian ldeo-Mefa-Dy"amic', or 'Godelian Dialectic'.

Mathematical Logic is about levolving' a given mathematical system by deductively proving and thus
"'birthingm an ever greater 'population of theorems' of/within that system. 'lbe truth of such theorems is never
absolute. It is always a truth from and relative to the axioms or postulates of that system; for the logical
indiViduals/undefined primitives of the universe of discourse of that system - for its postulated -ontology-.
It is also a truth arrived at by using the rules of inference of that system. All three major assumptional
components of this relative truth -- axioms, individuals/primitives, and rules of inference - are traditionally
held to be fixed for all time. I.e., they are assumed to form a Parmenidean/early-Platonic 'ideo-onta-stasis',
never an 'ideo-onta-dynamasis'.

Dialectical Logic encompasses this deductive methodology of formal logical, but also goes beyond it,
picking up where it leaves off. Dialectical Logic is about 'meta.evolving' a progressive succession of
increasingly-adequate axiom-sets and their corresponding mathematical lideo-systems'. The axioms,
primitives, and rules of inference are not deduced. They are !!!1J1Toven assertions. In the beginning, they were
held to be -self-evident", hence non-arbitrary. But, subsequently, this position has become untenable, at the
very least since the discovery of the equi-consistency of Nott-EuclideQ,n Geometries vis-a-vis Euclidean
Geometry, i.e., with the discoveries of fonllally illdepelldellt/twdecidable and mutually contrary competing
candidate axioms, starting with the Euclidean Parallels Postulate, and its Non-Euclidean alternatives, and
even more so with the systematization of the theory of independent/undecidable propositions by COdel and
Cohen. Given that we have options -- given a spectrum of two or more candidate, mutually contrary,
alternative axioms -- how does one "elect" the "best" candidate? It is this question -- one that Mathematical
Logic leaves unaddressed n that Dialectical Logic addresses. Even in the ancient days when "seU-evidence"
seemed like a tenable argument for justifying prevailing [e.g., the Euclidean] postulations, the Platonic
dialectical tradition was not taken in:

"TI1ese conclusions point in particular towards that aspect of the diali'cHc which lay at the forefront of Plato's concern.
He insisted upon two fundamental ideas: (1) that a starling point for rational argumentation cannot be merely assumed
or postulated, but must itself be justified, and (2) that the modus operandi of a justijUation can be dialectical. Plato
accordingly mooted the prospect of rising above a reliance on ullreasoned first principles. He introduced a special device
he called "dialectic" to overcome this dependence upon unquestioned axioms. It is worthwhile to see how he puts {this
point - F.£.Q.] in his own terms: There remain geometry and those other allied studies which, as we have said, do in
soltle measure apprehend reality; but we observe that they cannot yield anything clearer than a dream-like vision of
the real so long as they leave the assumptions they empluy unquestioned and call give no account of them. 1f your
premiss is something you do not really knuw and your conclusiOll aud tile illtermediate steps are a tissue of things
you do not really klltJW, your reasoning may be consistent willi itself, but Jrow can it ever amount to knowledge? ...
So ... the method of dialPoetic is tJre only one wJridl takes tJris course, doing away with assumptions. .. .Dialectic will
stand as the coping-stone of tlte whole structure; there is no other study that deserves to be put above it. Plato's
writings do nOl detail in explicit terms the exact nature of this crucial enterprise of dialP.ctk. Presumably we are to gain
our insight into its nature not so much by way of erpliuUltion as by way of tXQmple - the example of Plato's own practia
in the dialugues. And what emerges is pretty much the sort of dialectical process envisaged in our present discussion:
the comparative- "cost-benefit" analysis of pros and cons of the proposed starting point in the faa of competing
alternative-s-. [Nichnla~ Resc:her, Dudutics: A Conl~-y-Ori"'t~d Approuch to tN TJreury of Ktrowl~dge, State University of New York Press

[Albomy. New York: 1977), pp. 4849, bold itll1ic ~mplm~i~ tuldnJ by F.5:.,Q.].
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In addressing the question of the systematic optimization of ilxiomatic election, ~lected by Mathematical Logic, Dialecticall.ogic
also demurs from the tacit 'IJantlDlideatl PostulDtr of etemal'idco-otllo-stasi$'. It admits the actuality of, and thereby discovers the
unlllJOidable, inescapable necessity of, 'ideo-olJto-dynQm45~': that axioms-systems change with time, and also that they change due to
psycho-historiCQl CQwu, not just due to -de.mar.idellVfonnal ('auses, and not just due to initial oversight and error in the ·~ruption"

of "absolute, elunal, immateriul trnth", It is not enough to 'mome' a single axiom-system via dcductive derivation of new theorems,
until, if ever, that aXiom-system's axiom-set is exhausted of its implications. This 'molution' will inroitably encounter, e.g.,
syn/Qctically-correct but semll1ltiCl1.11y transcendenf ultSOmable. diopJratltitle equDtiotls within undecidable propositions concernmg the
unsoltJability of these equations [per Codel's First Incumpleteness theorem]. That is, this 'roolutio,,' will encowltcr 'conceptual
)-ingularities', that can only be resolved favorably by, not only a chrUlge of axioms, but by a cumulative, progrtssitJe, «auftiebelll>
'roolute' erpansioll of the axioms-set, as well as of its implied 'ideo.olltology'; that can only be resolved by adjWlction of additional
axioms which encompass the existential assertion and hfo,haviora I definition of, e.K., new kinds of numbers fwhich render. the
"ullsolvable" equatiOl\S solvablc in all higher systems I and the undecidable propositions about tllcir !!.!!so!vability
det:idable/provable, for that prpdecessor system, in all subsequent, higher systems, and} which higher kinds ofnumhns are 'modelable'
as sets of higher "logical lype", sets 'meta·fractally', 'evolutely', «au!,ubDI»-containing, and t1lereby escalaling beyond, the 'meta-fractal',
'qull1l~qUJllitattvc "'S€ale'" of, the ~(Iogicall types" ofsets previously existentiully asserted Il1ld described, by the previous axioms-set [per
GOdel's Second Incompleteness theorem}, This 'ertrCllpiriali/y', exll"mal1y obserord and 'i"tro[-in-sprdivC'ly]-anplncaJly', internally ob5mPed psycho
historical phDlo"~lIOlogy i...~ which we term '11oe GikklillJllJkr;>-Metadynamic', or 'G/JIkliJUl Dialectic '. G6ikl ikscrihd /his "formll1" ' .....ta-sysu...·
!his "5t'gWffn!-, salffi'SSitm. ur, ill tmth. "'tntfMbnr-'progression-eumuJum' Q[ momlltic (~J"!I"tt'ms - II'S follows:

"Let Z be the formal S)'5tem that we obtain by suppImfm/mg /Ir PrIl'IfD uiums with the Kheca of definilion by recursion (on one variable) and the 10gical
rules of the wstrictnl functional calculus. Hence Z ES to contain no variables other than variables for indinidwr/s (that is, ttIlhmll mmr~), and the
principled malhcmaoc.tl Induction must therefore be formulated as a role of infe.-erw::e (thereby maintaining Z as a firyt-rmkr fmmaJ. theory - F.-'i:.Q.J.
If we unagine that the system Z is successively enLug2d by the introduction of vlI'rill'hks}lr dasses of /lUmbers, dlUJU of clAsses of "umbers, and .<;0

forth. ~ther with the rornsponding romp~hen.'liall uilms,. we obtain a srqlll'Jlrr _ _<4fimllllJ !!t!!f..tt!! that satisfy the assumptions mentioned lIbove,
and it turns out that the Ql"~~tl>n<:y_ _of lIny olthcsc Mfr'm~ is~ in all S1ll>sequmt~.Also, the undecidahll'! propositions constroclC'd fO'l" the
proof of Theorem lithe "First lncompkh.'f\'''ss Theorem" - F.-'i:.Q.]~ dtridabk I!Jl tire IldiUlldinn nfJ,ig"'~ bJ/!!1 (lIig}rt'r Ivgic.. l type:> of~ts, I.t'~ Jets!J.t
lhe S/:f'; of /0Wt'T lograli type -- F.-'i:.,Q.] and the correo;pondin& axiOlllS; however, in I/U' high'" ~y>ft'm~ we am wIIstmd ot/rer ImMddllbk propositions by the
iil/m,' proredure...To be sure, all the propu'ritions thus construCled an:' cxprcssibk in Z (h~nce are /IID1I/Jer-thtorthC propositions); they are, however, IInI

daidllhk in Z, but ollly illllig/l(r systems, for ...xamph:, in that of allalysis [I.e., in that of R -- F.-'i:.Q.]IKurt ('..odel, On Complelet!l.'S5 ami Consi>t,·my 0931a), in
J. van He:ijenoort. ed., Frtge a,uJ GiXkl: Two FwullJltv.nbJl Tats in M<llrn~mu/;cul Lugic, Harvard U. Press [Cambridge~ 19701, p. 108, bold itllliomvlUZ5l5
~byF.-'i:..I2.J.

Summary: 'Psyc1ro-archaeologicar observors of the historical record and of the historical phenomenology of
the axiomatic praxis will observe "ot a single axioms-system for each initial universe of discourse that has
been so formalized, but a se.quence of aXioms-systems. That is, they will observe, for each sufficiently
matured, developed such formalized subject-matter, an axioms-'m.etf!SYstem'. They will observe,
accompanying the 'dynamic' of deductive, 'theorem-etical evolution', an ongoing 'm.eLa.dynamic' - the t>pisodic,
punctuated irruption of 'axiomatic revolutions', of aXiomatic-systems 'meta-evolution'. This is the fundamental
'psycho-empiricaf, 'psycho-archaeological', and "'p~;ycho-historical"'ftnding of Dialectics as 'Meta-Axiomatics'.

Historical Dialectics, Systematic Dialectics, 'Meta-Systematic Dialectics', and Dialectical Ideouaplry.
Crmsider the context of Hegel's works. Therein, wh~1 we mean by 'syS/t'm-ulic dialectics' is exemplified in the ideation~l necessitarian exposition of
th~ pl"Ojl1ession or 'progressive evoilition' of c~tegt'ril'Sand cat('gorial transitions I!!i.t1ll!!. the major 'system.o;'/ divip:;jons of thl' Hegelian 'Mct.l-5yst~m' 
~Logik,., «NatJIr,., and ~(;ei.<;t» [Spirit). What we m~an by 'mtta-systtm-atic dilliectic' io; f>ll""mplified, if impcrfl.'l:tly, by the 'mtta-evolutionary'

transition.o; '''wi/lmu/'", and bcyontljbctwl'1:'1\. each of those divisions, from "Logih /Il ",N..tur», ilndfrom ",Nufur'" to "Gei:>f,. [plus, putlltit>tly, cirod/lrly

from "'('of!i$f» bilel 10 "'Logih].

Consider also Marx's theory of human-social cvolulion-and-'meta-evolution'/'social-relations revolution'.
Therein,. what we mean by 'systematiC dialectics' is exemplified by the "'meta-anatomical/synchronic'"
catcgorial progressions and transitions within the System of Kapital, e.g., from Commodity to Money to
«Kapital» as forms of Value, with each such form -- if we grasp human society itself as the collective
subjectlcausal agent and also as the primary object/material of its own activity [hence an activity which can be
characterized as a sclf-productionJself-development] -- grasped as a human-social relation Q[ [human
societal self-[re--llproduction. These categorial progressions provide a conceptual 'meta-anatomy' or
categorial 'meta-physiology' of the capital-eentered society; of a synchronic "'slice/cross-section'" of the
system of self-reproduction of «Kapital(s)>>. That is, they account for, primarily, Ute capacity for [an
historically transitory] 'self-causation' or sClf-reproduch'on of the 'System of «Kapital(s»)~',of the «Kapital(s)>>
social formation. These progressions should also locale the 'self-duality', or 'intra-duality' of the «Kapitals»
system, including the 'essence-ial', internal, inherent, immanent grounds for its finalintlentelechy as its ultimate,
self-destined 'self-dis-causation' or 'self-dis-reproduction'l potential self-transcendence. But 'systematic dialectics'
involves primarily a 'synchronic', "'slice-in/of-time'" exposition of a rtransitorily] self-reproducing system.



What we mean by 'mefasystem-atit: dialectics' is exemplified by the "'psycho-llistorit:ar", 'meta-evolutionary', and
'rroolution4ry'l'c4Iastrophic', or singularity-lib and Ilumall-social-oJltology-e:rpallsi'fJe or "qualita tive"l'meta-jblite' diachronic
transitions to outside/wilhoutlbeyond/betu'em social systems; from the systems of human--50cial uta tiOllS Qf[humll1l-soddaI self-re-]
production] of primitroe-commuI14ljkil1shlp-based so(:it!ties to those of seroile [slavl!ry/sl!rfdom-based] sodetUs, and from those of
serT1ik $OciLties to those of "modem", capital-/wage-UWor/sold-laoor/alinratui 1JJ.boN:entered $Oortirs, all as driven by the internal,
endogenClUs self-growth of the "social (orus!!i production"; of the levl!lfmagnitude of the hUmJl1f.-SOCU11 (orce!!i expatululg human-sooetal
~-re-pTOductioll,that is, !he sell-induced growth of hunum-sodtlal self-productivity; of !he mk 01 [growlh or of self-apallsiim of
the] self-[re-Jproduction of humJlJ1. sociely, including of 'memelic malter'; of 'human-sOC1o-m.o.tter', of 'human-socia-mass', or of 'human
$Ocinl 1leg,."tTopy'. It is so exemplified when this 'diachronIC Intta-system' is presented as a conceptual, systems-progression as
calegonal-progression pedaeogical exposition.

In summary, a "'system-atic dialectical'" theory dialectically 'exposits' a categorial progression comprehending
primarily the self-reproduction of a system/sub-totality. A 'meta-system-atic dialectical' theory dialectically
'exposits' a 'meta-system', e.g., 1m ltistorical or temporal progression of systems, as a categorial progression,
both locating and scrutinizing the moment of !l!1!l-se1f-reproductiolt or of self-!!QIl-reprod"mon of each
system in that sequence; the moment where each such nSelf-argani2ing system" intrinsically passes over into a
'self-dis-arganizing system' and into a qualitatively - Le., ontologically - self-expanding 'sel!-r£-organizing
system'. Whereas "'systematic dialectics'" emphasizes the momentaneous/synchronic lBeing" of a given
system, 'meta·systematic dialectics' emphasizes the momenl of any given system's diachronic "Becoming",
including of its eventuaL 'self-!!!!,-Becoming', locating its moment of immanent self-revolution; of progressive,
'self-supercessive' self-dissolution / self-transfarmation; of self-transcendence; Le., of "meta·syste:m [se1/-]transition"
[ef. Turchin]; of 'self-bifurcation', of '[sel.f]·cotlversion sifJgularity'; of 'm£ta-finite', 'meta-fractar, 'meta
dyllamical', 'meta-monadic', 'm£ta-ontic', and 'meta-evolutionary' «autokinesis», or self-locomotion. Such a
theory also theoretically anticipates/predicts and scrutinizes the transition-process itself: its transient,
transitory phenomena, and their "laws". Each such '''qualitative leap"', or 'ontological leap', involves 'categorial
change', that is, 'olltological Change'; 'ontology-gaill'. By 'ontological change', 'ontological growth', or
'ontology-change' we mean 'meta-fillite', 'evolute'-helical, or «aufheben»-cumulative ontology net-expansion
for successor systems vis-a-vis their predecessor systems within the total diachronic, or 'synchronico
diachronic', 'meta.system', or categorial-progression model of 'syst~-progression'.Interior to the domain of
'human-social meta.systems', this ontology net expansion includes net expansion of the corresponding and
accompanying '''psycho-historicar'' "universe of discourse". That is, it includes ideo-ontic expansion as well as
expatlsion of tire metrical repertoire necessary for adequate human [self-Jdescriptions of humanity's thus
expanded societal ontology and its phenomenology. Dialecticalldeography endeavors to discover/engineer a
'meta-system' of arithmetics fil to encode models of "historical dialemcs n

, "system.atic dialectics l
, and

'meta-systematic dialectics' alike, as illustrated herein.

The Plot-'Line' Of This Story.

" The Plot Thickens. The H arithmetic is related to, though not identical to, the Platonic / Oiophanl:ine model/theory of
the «Arithmoi Monadikoi", the arithmetic of «Dianoia», of «Verstand», of "The Understanding". The Q arithmetic
is related to, though not identical tu, the Platonic «Arithmoi Eidetikoi'" the arithmetic of the «£ide», of «LISE-a", of
the ideas/concepts/categories of Reason; the arithmetic of ..Vernunft», the arithmetic of "'Higher Reasoning", the

arithmetic of otDialektikb>. In this progression, II is the implicitly dialectical «Qrchb [origin; controlling source; initial
amdition] of all rulLs-systems of number, and Q is the ..archh of the erplir.it dilliectical ideographies; of the erplicitly
dialectical arithmetics presented herein.

• The Plot Thickens Again. All of the systems of arithmetic in this 'meta-system' or sequence of systems of
arithmetic, starting with S!t are "Non-Standard" Models of the first-order Peano axioms for the Standard

Natural Numbers, N. All are 'Peanic' in that their 'unit-qualifier' bases all conform to the first-order
Peano axioms. Thus it appears that the 'dialectical ideography' implementation of the «Arithm.oi
Monadikoi» corresponds to the "Standard", outward, '"explicate''' face, and that the 'dialectical
ideography' implementation of the «Aritllmoi £jdetikoi}) corresponds to the inward, occult or hidden,

"'implicate"', "Non-Standard" face, of the ]anus-Jaced first-order rules-system of the "Natural" Numbers,

which rules-system we denote by the symbol II.
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- The Plot Thickens Even More. Each of these "Non-Standard" "Natural" arithmetics also is or contains a
contra-Boolean Aritll1lJetic, and, hence, a contra-Boolean Algebra, Le., each contains 'contra-Boolean' .!:!nil<;
11.2 A "2 " 2
~ .. ~, whether quantifiable [e.g., ~ _ ~ or not [e.g., 9 .. ill. Since Boolean Algebra is an algebra that
models standard formal logic, this suggests that these "Non-Standard" Arithmetics might also model new,
flofl-stafldard logics, qualitatively distinct from, and alternative to, Standard/Boolean/ Aristotelian/
Formal logic. Should we not then expect that such alternative logics would turn out to be, or would include,
precisely, dialecticallogic(s)?

- The Plot Grows Thicker Still. The Zermelo-Fraenkel Axioms for Set Theory are widely regarded by
mathematicians as the foundation of nStandard" Mathematics. Work by Kurt COdel and Paul Cohen circa
mid 20th-century c.£. has established that the Generaliud Continuum Hypothesis, a generalization of
Georg Cantor's Continuum Hypothesis regarding transfinite cardinal quantities, is -independent" of/
undecidable from the Axioms of Zennelo-Fraenke1 Set Theory [just as Euclid's Parallels Postulate is
-independent- of the other postulates of Euclidean Geometry], as is also the Zermelo-Fraenkel Axiom Of
Choice, from the remaining axioms:

'"Thl!' 1,..'0 indl!'pI!'ndl!'ncl!' results (of GOd('1 and Cohen ~- Eg.Q_l mean that U'l the Zennek>-Fraenlr.el S)'5tem the lUiom ofchoice and the continwm
~I~isan: UJtdecidllble (in the full~eIiAn~-F.~.Q.I.. .Thne are thetl tnIJnIIltllItheltllltiu. Tht'l"l!'arenumemu.~direction'Oin ....hicll ~I
theory (aput from otht'l" foundations of mathematic.'i) can go.. .A5 for the contitlUUltl hypotltesis, hen!! onl!' vl!'nture> inlo lhe unknown and.
whether one affirms Of denies it.. signifiCiUlI COfl5eqllDlU5 ue PlOt ln1wn AS yet.. .Just as thl!' wor\:on the paralll'l ariomlOO to lh<' parting d
the Wlo)'S for geometry.l'iO CohPn'5 work on these IwoaQams about Sl'ts 1<'ads to" rrumifuld purling of the ways for rlll of milthemiltics ba5ed
especiaDyon!let thMry, though it alsoa{{ecls oth<'r foundational approadlL"liO.lt gpnr$ up Sn/end directions tlult miltNmiltics CiUl tDJ:e lndprwi4es
110 obtriows rerlS<Jflfor 1'"f"""8 one oorr-unothn." [Mol"ri!i t:linI!', Mathnnllhcs:'Ihe Loss o/Crrltnnty, Oxford U. Prt'5S INY: 1980L pp. 2611-270,
emboldnted itldics emphluis added by F.~.Q.l

Both the Generalized Continuum Hypoth£sis and the Axiom Of Choice share a conceptual underpinning
which can be characLeri7-ed as 'reduclionist', 'point-atomistic', or 'dimensionality-denying'. Joining the Set
Theory Axioms with each consistent alternative to the 'Cantor Axiom' of the Generalized Continuum
Hypothesis [not to mention with each consistent alternative to the Axiom Of Choice] yields yet a new,
"Non-Standard", 'Non-Can torian' Set "lbeory and Mathematics. Each such neo+mathematics is equally self
consistent, yet qualitatively different from, the existinp, mathematics, just as the several Non-Euclidean
Geometries differ qualitatively but self-consistently from Euclidean Geometry. Hypothesis: At least one of
these Alternative Mathematics contains wherewithal for 'The Nonlinearity Breakthrough'. In Part lIT.. we
explore alternative foundations based upon a '1IofJ-reductionist', 'tIOtl·point-atomistic' candidate replacement
for the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, which we term the 'Generalized Cumulum Hypothesis', for
reasons which will emerge.

- Pure-Quantitative Arithmetics, 'Pure-Qualitative Arithmetics', and 'Quanto-Qualitative' Aritllmetics.
These "Non~Standard""Natural" Arithmetics begin, with Q., by bringing back the missing, little noticed, and
neglected l'half" of arithmetical and mathematical ideography, the qualitative l'half", the "pure" 'qllillifier' as
oppused to the "pure" 'quat/tifier' "half". From there, they continue to burgeon, bringing about a
redintegration of quantitative and qualitative ideographic language, of quantitative and qualitative
computation, in the form of an «organon» of ontologically and metrically qualified quqntifiers; of metrical
and ontological qualifiers Quantified, which we call 'Quanta-Qualitative Analysis' or 'Qualo-Quantitative
AnalYSiS', and, for reasons which will emerge, also 'A Posteriori Aflalysis', 'SynthetiC Analysis', 'Realistic
Analysis', or 'Re-Qualified Metafinite Atullysis'. What these epithets point to is a species of mathematical
analysis that respects the inductive, "a posteriori", "synthetic", and 'realistic! 'Principle Of Metafinity', and its
implications; the principle which holds that 'infinity is non-empiricaf, or that 'only finite metrical values
ever manifesf. It supports the 'semantification' of zero division and, therefore, of the ·singularities" of
especially the not/linear dynamical systems' total {and partial) integrodifferential equations-models, and
the rectification of the infinite error ~~ of the 'infinity residuals' -- that arise from the attempted interpretations
of such singularities in Standard, 'Unrealistic and 'Unqualified' AtUllysis.
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Our 'Mela.Syslematic' Dialectic of .K and the Historical Dialectic oUlIe ••ArcJze») of WriHen language.
Denise Schmandt-Besserat, in the late 1970s, offered a theory of the 'prolo-poiesis' and early 'meta-evolutions' of
a prehistoric proto-writing technology, a theory that that combines conceptual coherence, subtle 'psycho-historical'
insight, and rather massive empirical, 'psycho-artcfactual' archaeological evidence. She sums up her theory in the
following terms:

aln 1964, Pierre .<\mict, conscrvalcur en chef du department des Antiqites Orientales auM~ du Louvre, identified in till! archives of
Susa an archaic system of recording dating from the second half of the IVth MilL R.c... and slightly predating the earliest tablets. The
system consists of small clay tokens of gP.Ometric shapes mostly in the form of spheres. discs, cones, and I.ctrahedrons, fOWld endosed
in [opaque - F.~.Q-J day envelopes in the shape of hollow day balls (called bullae ...). The surface of the bullae usually bear seal
impressions and sometimes mark<; indi;..ating the number of tokens enclosed_ Pierre Amicl interprets such bullae as representing a
transaction, the tokens inside indicating the kinds of guods exchanged by their shapes and the quantity by their size and number. In
the course of my recentSbJdy on the earliest uses of clay in the Middle East, I fOWld thal geometric tokens identical tu those identified
by Pierre Amiet in the bullae are found loose in must Middle Eastern sites of the IXth to the lid Mill, B.C I have been inttigued by the
striking similal'"ity of the shapes of the tokens with some of the abslract signs from the Uruk tablets. In the present paper I will discuss
four Slagcs in thcevolution of an e<lrly recording system based on the tokens which may have led to writing.
1. Ca. 8500 B.C A three-dimensional system of recording is based on tokens.
2. Ca. 3250 B.C. Clay containers or bullae hold the token.~ of a particular transaction.
3. Ca. 3250 B.C Signs are impressed on the surfaces of the bullae [e.g., un their wet-day, via tauns used as stamps, bt>Jore firing - F.g,.Q,j.
4. Ca. 3250·3100 B.C. Clay tablet.; [-'metl1-flbullae.', solid, no-ionger-hollowed-oul day slabs -- F,&,Q.} bear impressed and incised
signs." IDcruseSchmandt-Besserat. On The Ongfnso!Writing, in~Tecll/lolosie.~, voL J, Undena Publications [Malibu, CA.: 1979], p. 421.

Schmandt·Besserat's 'psycho-archaeologically' reconstructed evolution and 'meta-evolution' of this putative
recording system instantiates a 'psycho-historical dialectic' of 'quanto-qualification' that is deeply related to,

though strikingly different from, the 'meta-systematic dialectic' of It exposited in these Briefings, and, in
greater detail, in PaTtIlI., The Arithmetic of Meta·Evolution. The foUawing passage from her book provides a
brief immersion in the 'psycho-hisloriCQI milieu' of the ·cradle ofdviliZQtion· as reconstructed through her discoveries:

-The c.::onbmt of these envelopes demonstrates that the Uruk VI accoWltants indicated quantities (how many) in a way radically
different from ours. They did not show, as we do, "5· by a numeral. Instead,·5 jars of oil· were translated by five tokens, each
standing for "1 jar of oil·, as illuslral.cd here.

•••••
Literally, the set of tokens meant "jar nf nil, jar of oil, jar of oil, jar of oil, jar of oW. The LOken system had no symbols for abstract
numbers such as -5"...VVhcn tokens were replaced by their images impressro on the lIurface: of an envelope or tablet. the resulting signs
were already amore ablltract" than the previous clay counters. Compared Lo three-dimensionlll day counters, the two·dimensional
markings represented commodities in greater abstraction since they could no longer be grasped in the hand and manipulated {melltal
"graspillg" supersedillg manual "gras/'i/lg" - F.g..Q-J. ..The aHgmnenl of the markings on the face of II tablet also contributed to
decontextualizing the data. Semuntkally, however, the impressed markings were identical to tokens: Each ideogram still fuscll
together the couapts of IIature/qlltwtity (i.e., measure of oil and the "umber 1)...The accountant~ of Uruk [Va about 3100 B. C
invented the lirst numerals - signs encoding the concept of oneness, twoness, threeness, abslractcd from any particular entity. This was
not a !imall f",at, since numerals arc decmed to express some uf the most abstract thoughts our minds are able to conceive. After all,
"two" does nut exist in rutemal, utra·llltlltI11- F-f.,Q.J nahue, but only groups uf lwu cuncrete items, such as two fingers, two people,
two sheep, two fruits, two leaves, or even sets ofheterogcncous items such as one fruit + une leaf, and !i0 on. "Two" is the abstraction of
the!1J!.!l1i..!J£ of twoness shared by such sets. The accountants of Uruk IVa can be credited with crealing numerals and by doing so
revolutionizing accounting and data manipulatiun. In fact,. the Uruk IVa accountants devised two types of signs: numerals (symbols
encoding abstract numbers) and pictogrl2phs (expressing commodities). Each type of sign was traced by a different technique 
pictographs were incised, whereas numerals were impressed, clearly standing out from the text. For example, a tablet from Uruk
features two accounts of "5 sheep" shoWTl by the pictograph for ·sheep" (a circle with a cruss) and "5" appearing as five impressed
wedges...The notion of "umber was finally dissociated from that of commodify. The numerals of the Uruk IVa tablets constitute the
first evidclce for the use of abstract countulg and the crt!atiotl of modem an·thmelic. ..The first numerals were not symbols
specifically crealed for representing abstract numbers. Instead, they werl' tht> impressed signs formerly indicating wtits of goods (i.e~

they began as constituents of the same I<l2rche_ ontological category or 'ideo-vlllo' as the later, original ·ideographs" or ·pictographs":
primitivr ulldijferelltiated ullities of 'olltologicallfUlllifUr', 'lIIdriad '1ua1ifit.,., and of 'u"it.quatltifid, plus of whatever else is
implicit in such unitary symbols - F.g..Q.l, such as measU!CS of grain, endowed with II new numerical value_ The wedge, which
originally meant a small quanlity of grain [<I metrical ullit of grain qUQlltity then known as the -ban· - F.~..Q.l, now slood for I; the
circle, which represen~ a larger quantity of grain la metriml II/1it of grain qllalllily then known as the "bariga" - F.&.Q.}, was 10; the
large wedge, punched wedge. and large c.::irde were greater numbers. •
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·"1 fact, th~ impressed siglls tlla t cam~ to rt7'resn,t ,,"merals m'1ler lost their primary men"i"g. lllstead, accordulg to th~ Clmtat,
they IfJ~d either all abstract or a cOllcrd~ valuL For aa mpl~, th~ wedg~pruediJlg a pi.ctograpll was read ·r ..., lnlt alolle il stu"d for
a meAsure of grai"...This proved cOlljusi"K to Sumeria" aCCCJlllltallts, who erleTltually e[imillated the ambiguity by illtroducing a
pictograph ill the shape ofall rar ofgraill (ATU 111/ ZATU 511). AMtuct numbers, therefore, derived from the plain cones, spheres
(cylinders and lentirular disks?) thai were the mosl ancienl tokens. The reason why these particular symbols became the first numerals
can only be hypothesized. David E. Smith has remarked that in a number of societies the words for expressing numbers derived from
concrete numerations of parlicularly frequent use. He cites languages that expressed ·one, two, three· by number words that meant
literally ~one grain, two gra ins, three grains" or "one stone, two stones, three stones" or, like the Niues of the southern Pacific, ·one fruit.
two fruil. three fruit". It may be argued, therefore, that the first Sumerian abstract numbers derived from the grain and animal
numerations because thE>y were the mostcornmonly used in ~1esopotamia.

Grai", in Mticular, Was not 911ly the uUlin stpple but also ~ IIIOSt l.L~wd IlU'JIJl-~ n(t'Xduuw (hoy 'psydltrlristoriCllr ;n'iiglrf.. the- prinuJ'j of thr prutS of the
nnngt1lg 'prof(l-moncy' or mawy-annnwdity in flit splitting-oJJ/!qMrrllion / bifu""'tio" of 'purr qwmtifrn', find in ther incmI!ing poblTizlltion ofhU1JJ#n mmtllilty
/IS II wllole tClWlIro 1M qUQntilliline silk tlll'OugllOill tM rpochs of irroT'fIsing intTll-sualil IlllnUltion; of fhe UKmfSmK rr-joundahon of socWl mdllbolism lind socilI1
rrprodlldioll 011 "~J III;""I/ti","· ",r Jlnivf:T<.;al !iClling F.&.Q.]. Furthermort, grain metrology lonstihlud Q I/lliqll<! gQmJlt of .~iglL~ of illl:TI!la.~;"g

mqgnirudt tltat wuId be easily conJltrkd to signify IlIlits oftibstrllCt cOlliding .'Iu(h.llS 1, be?), 10,60, 180. The invention of numerals made a ~ach in but
did not put an end to the age~ld prinaple of one_to-one correspondenC'p. It was a major bn-.ak with the past that pictographs em;;uding wmmodities
were no ~el" repeated a.~ many time!! as the numbl>r of units involved, Onc-\l:H)nc eOl'l"C!o-pund~nce continued ~verning the use of numerals,
however, ·Nine· wa.~ represenled by nine wedges, fifty by five cin:k'S, ilmI ~ on. For instance, the tablet of Godin Tepe Gd.73.295...bearing the
notation "3-3 jars of oil· di:;pLycd il :;mglc pictograph standinK for "jar of oil· and expressed "33· by three impressed circll'1i (10 1" 10 T 10) and three
wedges (1 + 1 + 1). Jbll; iln;hui:;rn, in tum, was perpetuated for cenluries in Ihe Sumero-Babylonian arilhmetic.al ,;ystem. In fac.t, one-to-one
correspundence persisled in all numbering: systems, including thoo;e of Greere And Rom"" unlillh", inveJllion of the so-cillkoJ u...hie nurrrerals in India
about 700 It C"

[D. Schmandt-Besserilt, Retort' Writi"¥" 001.1, From COInfling to Cuneifonn, U. of TX. Press [Austin, TX: 1992J, PI'. 190·193, empll45is added by F..&.Q..].

Schmandt-Uesserat abstracts the multi-century 'meta-evolution' of this '/7J£fa-sysfem' of systems of proto-writing, in most
concentrated fashion, in the following passage: "It was not by dlance that the inventiun of pictography ilIId phonetic writing coincided
with lhat of nunu.-raIs; ins\c'HL both were the result of abstract counting. The abstrw::tiotl of the COlfUpt of qUlUltity (how m;lny) from that of quali/y,
which mrrgtd intrlriCilbly ill tM token ~typu,ma.de possiije~ !uti_i'll of writing. Once dissoardeJ from any nutiem of ....."btT, Ihe pidogmplrs
rould tvohlt in their own sqHlnlte WflY. The sytnboI:s formerly u.o;ed for ~nf: accounts of goods could 1.'Xpa1\d to (."Uuununicale any subjects of human
endeavor. As a usult,. items such a.~ ·the head oJ a ......n· or ·rrouth· that never had il token were expressed by a picture. True pictography, that is to
say, concepts represented by their images. thus was tlu- outromc of abilrolCt (''UIUlting. After pictography, writing crossed several new thte:shol.ds about
3000 S.e. in the Uruk III ~'I"iud. The abstraction of {contillUQltS - F.~2.1 quantity (how much) (contillUlHlS metric..llUfits '~lifi(:Qti()ll';

Cllwrhng of (:OIfllCdiotl-stipu14ud units of corrtilfllOU:i meilSun - F.~Q..I followed thai 01. (disC7f'lt' - F.g.Q.) number (how many) ['c"",momeby';
counting o{'SpatUl.lty' disude OftWlogiCQ1.,"~",or lDfil5 - F.~.Q.l. Note, for example, that in UTUk VI it took 0111' token to indicate one)lr of oi1. or
presumably, .('JIll' Sl1f1 of oil" In Utuk IVa.. the same was written with two signs, namely, "1" and the pictograph "$1111 of oil· [or, as we would hold" 'W'

for " siLl oi' or, InUre generally, for " standard metrical unit of whatever follo_', .and '.' for "(Ill· - F.~.Q.]. In Uruk Ill, howo..'Vet, \I.ilW notion
"]","sila-, "w" was expressed separately, requiring a sequence of tll~ signs.

•Uruk VI

, fJ
Uruk IVa

'fJ
V

Uruk III

FmaJly, symbols could roncbon phoneticalJy, representing not objects but, in ""rtirolar l'-A..-.e.!CW1ds. TIle 11lCenbve to rcso..rt to phonetiCS was seemingly
prompted by new tUlministratiw rtquiremtHts for l20lfding the _IIU'S of donors/nripio.."IIls of goods on the tablets. Individuals' names were
tr~ by symbols meant to be rNd phonptiCAIIy iJS il rdnIs. .nus was thc pt.Ul1 of departure for a tylliUHlty - symbols standing not for
commodities or eoncepts but simply for the SOWlds!:hey bnmght to IIWld. Pictography led to a syllabary, which was the true takeoff of writing. In l~
ancient Near Ea.~t writing emerged from " cQIlIIling tIrroicr. It is tM main outcome of the iHWntiotl of tibstrw::t COlDlting. Tallying in one-lo-ooe
correspondence was wper.;erJed aboul 8000 B.C. by tokens of many shapes mtl!d for c:onoele counling. FinaUy, writing rm"1lrJ wlrnc abstract
oounti"8 Ji$.wr;Tllfrll the ccmr:rpt of HUmbers from that of~ commodity Qu,,~d_ Writing resulted £roD\ ... new way of handling dala WIth an
Wlpro..'Cedented [degree of] abstraction.~ i" one-to-oIll! co~sporu1eru::t (:oincUkd wil" 01 WIlY of lift ll1Id QJf erorwmy bclsed on l1H!!1i!1i.!!!t
¥,uthninr. Conarte cotmling B!i1l! 1Rlil:!& WQS rrUlted tn ~ ri.~e of flflricullllrr unJ .... rconomy of rtdjstriwNQf!. Ccmpln: toknls, mNlopu, rzNl
imrnu<41Blzln1. Wert tM cOIlSeqlleOCt'S of Ilri1lUl4r-wo/.c>pme1lt, tJw rise uf i!!!!JJHJ:JJ, and the fomultiOll of tM uatt. Pictographic and phcmetic writing.
about 3100 to 3000 B.C., however, seem.~ independ"'nl of any socio-<...."UlWmlc event. It was the outcome of a /Il!W tI!!uhold in cognitive developmeHt
abstrw::t CrnDlting.· [D. Schmandt-B.,:s.so...,.-"t, '/>Id., PI" 194, emphasis adtkilby F.~.Q.J.
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We have illustrated this 'hist/lrical-dialectical metQ-evolution' of tile ancient Mesopotamum prolo-writing llmgUilge-praxis in the
'gram-ics' or 'graph-ics' which follow. Those graphics treat variously underscored versions of the three symbols cited
above as 'archaeograms' and '«llrclle.>-gramS [indeed, as cognitive "'psy-glyphs'" [d. Muses]] representative generically
of the entirety of the three emergent symbol-categorie..., conceptual-categories, and symbolization sub-rules-systems
noted in the quoted passag~, rather than as symbols with the specific denotations described therein.

The singly-underscored symbols \J, V, and ',denote and, by a kind of ideogramic «sY1U~cdoche», 'epitomize' for
- -- -

us, respectively, the entire 'spaces' or sets of ontological qualifier symbols, metTUal qualifier symbols, and abstmct
quantifier symbols as a whole in the Uruk III epoch ancient Mesopotamian proto-writing system, whereas their

'underscoreless' counterparts, fj, V, and ',denote, respectively, oil, the sila unit of fluid volume measurement,

and the abstract numeral 1, as of that epoch.

Likewise, in the end, '!' dtmotes the rules-system of the category of pure quantifier symbols in general, '\I' lhe-
rules-system of the category of kind of entity or pure 'ontological qUi.llifier' symbols in general, and'V, the

rules*system of the category of pure 'metrical qualifier' symbols or units-of-measurement ["dimensional ll
}

symbols in general. An anomaly in this graphic representation is that the symbol '!' stands, at first, for a
rules-system which presupposes a primitive undifferentiated unity of quantifier and 'metrical qUi.llijieT

symbols in general, and later for one of pure quantifier symbols in general, after the splitting off of ,V, to-denote a rules-system of purely metrical qUi.llifier symbols in general. It would be notationally preferable to
have three separate symbols, one for the primitive undifferentiated unity of quantifiers and metrical
qualifiers, a different symbol for the post-bifurcation category of pure quantifier symbols, and yet another
symbol for the post-bifurcation category of purely 'metrical qualifier ~1jmbols. but such would be untrue to
the actual historical, empirical 'psycho-archaeological sequence' we are modeling. Note how the historical
dialectic of this protO-writing praxis differs markedly from the 'meta-systematic dialectic' of the Natural

umbers, .H. ·standard" and 'dialectical-nonstandard', as recounted in these Briefings. The 'meta-systematic

dialectic' of!! takes as its «arche»/starting-point the first-order Peano-Postulates rules-system of -Natura'
arithmetic, initially apprehended only as an arithmetic of pure quantifiers. The historical dialectic of
Mesopotamian proto-11JTiting takes, as its «arc11c», representations which are not yet even "two-dimensional"
marks, cut into wet clay, but rather three-dimensional ico"ic-tactile symbols; fired-clay micnreffigies [e.g., of a

jar of oil]. herein denoted collectively by 'I'. Nevertheless, these two distinct dialectiml progressions, both

involving concepts of 'qualifier' l!>1jmbols versus 'quatltifier' symbols, may prove mutually illuminating. Despite
the marked differences between these two dialectic<ll progressions, we may interpret the Q arithmetic so as to
model this historical dialectic, and to calculate its 'ideo-onto-dynamics', via the following assignments:

Q1 - I. The «i1.rc/lh of this 'meta-system'; the pre-/prolo-scribal rules-system for 3-dimensional tactile-iconic

representation of primitIve undifferentiated unities of 'onto-metrical qualifiers' and qualltifiers, emphasizing
A

the 'olltologieol qualifid aspect of that unity • g.;

A

112 - !. The scribal rules-system for, initially. the proto-wrHl.cnrcpresentation ofgnleric metrici1.1 ullit qualifiLrs, for

the proto-written, -2-dimensional-, wt.'t<lay impression-representation of primitive undifferentiated u",tfip.l~of
A

mdrical dimellsiolls or 'metriad ultit-qUlllifiers', and -dim~nsiunless-unit qualltifiers • II!
Q. - V. The scribal rul~s-sysUm(or the proto-written representation of pure 'mdrical qUlJlifiers'- •
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We then model, by the following 'qualitative computations' or 'ideo-ontological caieulations', a sequence of pmc/iced niles-systems as the

historical 'meta-f!Volutiolls' of this ancient, prolo-literacy symbolic 'me/a-system'. In r.hcm, self-juxtaposition of symbols, e.g., !r.! J,
'ontologic.al self-multiplic[itlatioll' or 'homognlCous olltological multiplication', may be interprewd as self-operution, self-reflexion,
self-confrontation, 'self-«aufJlebell» self-negation', ill/mallell! critique or self-critique, self-differentiation, and self-hybridization of the

'self-bE.'sided' symbol, ! in this example. The juxtaposition or 'heterogeneous onlological mulliplicalion' of already-differentiated
signs may be interpreted as signifyinz their [partial] synthesis, hyhridi7.ation, mutua I unification or redintegration -

• ..... - - [.)' -

A V)' _
·"n •

The calculated symbols above, interpreted as 'ideo-onto-computationally-derived' rules-systems, are defined as
follows, via a method that we call 'qualitative factorization', 'ontological faclorization' or 'intensional factorization' --

A

"n • Emf>Tv-nr.f> of snibal sub-<::oncepts/'sub-rules sub-systems' for using 111ldiffifl:ntiah:tI 'rplUnto-mdrical quanto-qualifier' symbols

logether with 'onrologi<.:<l1quatiji<:r' ~ymbols, i.e., for the purpose of the 'metrico-qumltifying' of 'ontological qualifiers'; a system

or rules relatitlg 'metriro-qualo-quantijiers' like.l "rill/ with 'hntl-qllalijir:rs' like I, or fj .
A

!1s -
A

g • Emo>rgence of scn"bals\lb-concepts/'sub-rules sub-systems' for till: notating of now-/newly-distinct 'metrical qunlifier'V'
symbols in conjuru.:tion with nowjnewly 'co-distinct' kind or 'ontological qunlifier' syml;cls, i.e., for thepu~of the
'mdrimllJualification' of 'ontological qualifiers';

A

g • Emergence of ~LTibaJ.~ub-concepb;l'sub-rulessub-:systems' for the notating of now·jnewly-distinct 'metrical qualifier'V,
symbols in conjunction with nowjnewly "pure, abstract" qumltifier symbol~ i.e., for thf' quat/tiIY,tlg of 'metriC.Q1 qualifiers';

A

g • EmeIgence of 'gram-matical' or 'vam-mathicat' conceptsjrules for notating now jnewly fully--explicil/ difff>rf'ntiatedVn
'metrical qMlifier' symbols, "pure, abstract" quat/ti/ier .~ymbols, and 'onwlogic.Q1 qualifier' synobob, ic., for Ute
qwmtificatioll O/'Oldlllogically qsmlified metrical qualifiers', Or for t1u: 'onlological and metrical qualification' of quantifiers;

as - 11 [V ]. Emo>rgence of scribal sub-concepts/sub-rulL'S ~ub-~ystems for new kinds !!f'qMlifiers', beyond the 'ontological and metrical

aMlifiers' already split off, e.g., ror .lQme.~ of unique, «sui gl"I<'ris.», 'singleton', or '~If-el/lcgunl'l'human intlivitluals
[a development which i~ ouL<;ide of and beyond the scope of this narrative, but which is believed to have prototyped and
catalyzed the fonnation of "'Ylluburic,,' and, t'ventually, the phonetic revolution, via the rebus strategy].
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Denoting by ~ this sequence of proto-literate/proto-writing Linguistic rules-systems, our { .6 - ~ }

progression can, to its third epoch, be summarized as follows, with L • I:.... ~

, ,
A

[L l'- ['l' - [t •...• a'['ll
A

L - - I !Ii Ii ... Ii 9 2'f I • Q-..... .... .....
• [.t- [ 'l' [ 'l

A

L - [L l' - - - I D1 I • Q,,;.... ....
~ -

1

['l"_ [ .]' [ •• !l
A A

L - [L l' - - - I 91 Ii 9 2 I • Q-
-, .... - -,'

[L]"- [.]" - [ 'l' [•• ! ••". V l
A A A A

L - - - I 91 Ii g2 Ii 93 III 94 I • 9,;..., .... -,
[ .]" - [ .]' • A VA A A VL - [L ]' - - [ .hg • .g,.g .g ,.a[ II - Q,; ......., .... - ~ ,,- V V, V, - ~- - - -

The detailed 'psycho-historical calculation', or 'computational psycho-archaeological reconstruction', of this linguistic
'meta-evolutionary sequence', per this model of it, and per the «(auflteben» evolute product "multiplical'ion" rule
[and its non-distributive meristemal principle for heterogeneous multi-term products in 0: that only the most
--+-advanced operator term "eed operate upon each 'legacy' operand term], goes like this [epoch 0 to epoch 1] --

• - ..... - .[ • l - a [a ] - [. • a[ a II - [. •• ]- [. •• l - [ •• , l;- --- " ,-, , .. "~-
- - - - = =- =-

[epoch 1 to epoch 2J --
A A A A[ g,. g ][[ g • g l] , , ,

- - = -

-A A A A A A

[g.o 'HO.O ].[O.g II
'!!!! !ll-A A A A A A

[ g,. g, • g,[ g, l • g,[ g, II
---- --

A A A A A A

[0.0.0.0 .[0 l.[" n
! ! !! !! "

[a,. a • a,. V];, , -- - -
AA AA AAAA AA2

[in minimally-interpreted 0]; I 91 III 92 I ---3 ~[91 iii 92 I - [91 III 92 II 91 Ell g2 I - [91 IB 92 I -

AA AA AA AAAA A A AAAA

I 91 IB 92 III [ 91 III 93 I II I liz III "4 I I - I 9, II 9, III 92 II 92 II I 9 3 I iii I 94 I I - I 91 II liz II 93 II 1141j

[epoch 2 to epoch 3J--

-
[[ ••,.a ,.a l

- -, V
= =

A • A A• g [ .'.g .g n-
V~- " V= = =
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I .. '1" AA AA[[ .'.g .g I • g [ I • g [ , I • g [ g I • g [g I
--!!~ ~- V- ~" V~

-

[in the minimally-interpreted g arithmetic]:
"A"" AAAA AAAA2

I 9,IBR2IBA3IBR4 I --3 10"1[ R,BlR2111!13111!14 I .1 9,IBR21BR311R4 I -

AAAA AA AA A It. AA

I 9, IB 112 HI '13 1B!l4 HI I 11, Ell !Is] Ell [ 92 IB !Ie J IE ( 93 EB 97 J Sl I 94 III lie J J •

AA AA AA AA A A A A AAAAAAAA

I R,IIUI, Bl 11211192 ED R3IBR3 Bl 11.1194 EB I !Is) EB I !l6 lIB ( A7 lIB ( !Is ) I - (R,IBA2I11R3IB!l4IB!lsllHleIBR7I1!1e I.

In the above 'qualitative cafculati01ls' or 'ideo-ontological calculations', we are employing interpreted Q as what
we tenn an 'heuristic intensional calcIIlus'. That is, we apply the arithmetical rules-system, the 'algorithmics'
of Q, to the ·intensions" or meanings or the interpreting symbols, whose 'extensions' are not explicitly specified.

An historical dialectic like that of the I «archi» is, as we shall see in the sequel, best exposited

·pedagogically" using lerm-by-term, step-by-step seqllellces-o!-ollto-symbols, which we notate as:
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• Hypothesis- The at least seemingly most questionable sub-transition in this model may be the second one, i.e.,

the assertion that ..., _ " _ '2 _ , • V; that the praxis of the sub-rules-system for 'pure metrical
- - - ~ -

qualifiers', V, ari5e5 directly from the 'self-refl~xion' and 'self-refl!£Xion' of the praxis of the sub-TUles--
system of 'nretrico-qualo-quantifiers', ,. The case for this model is aided by noting that '2 - al • a[ al ],
i.e., that!1 _ a[ I], so that! is also 4 11, and so that V is also .6,21. The «archb> is immanent and- - -- -
pervasive throughout all of its later, higher-degree 'self-iterations'. It aids further to recall that' originally
denoted not an abstract pure quantifier, but a 'primitive undifferentiated unity' of 'unit-quantifier', 'metrical
qualifier', and 'ontological qualifier', Le., "one batl of grain". Moreover, in this specific instance or application,

when the ultimate, incised 'ontological qualifier', V, and the 'metrico-quantifier', 'metrical quanto-qualifier',

or 'metrical qualo-quantifier', " bifurcated from one another, a boundary between two 'ideo-ontologically'
distinct epochs in the 'meta-evolution' of this proto-written rules-system was congealed in the process, as
evidenced in the 'psycho-archaeological horizon', or 'socio-sedimentary layer', denoted, in the passage quoted
above, as "Uruk IVa". With this split, the former primitive undifferentiated unity of quantifier, 'metrical

qualifier', and 'ontological qualifier', for example I, meaning, "one sila of oil", split into 'pure-ontological

qualifier' fl, meaning "oi1", and', meaning "one sita". Thus, the symool', after this t'onceptual bifurcation,

initially denotes, at once, "univocally", "bothll what we would now term the 'metrical «monad»', metrical unit,
metrical unity, metrical quantum, metrical dimension, or 'metrical unit qualifier', "(one) sila", and also the
abstract/generic unit quantifier, "one [anything]". That is, " after this first 'ideo-ontological' bifurcation,
denotes a '''primitive undifferentiated unity'" of 'unil-quantifier' and 'metrical qualifier' -- metric, metrico.l unit,
unit of measure, '''dimensional unit"', or 'dimensional «monad»' -- which it adopts 'chameleonico.lly' from its

operand, based upon the extant metrology convention, e.g., connoting "one sUa" when its operand is fl, "one
head" when its operand is the 'onlological qualifier' for sheep, etc., etc.

Thus' denotes, when in juxtaposition with \J, the conventiotlUl"quanfum" of oil, the sUa, and also counts as
"one" that conventionalized quanLum or unit -- counts!! sila -- and therein denotes a primitive undifferentiated
unity of quantifier and 'metrical qualifier'. Thereby, the next ripening conceptual-semantic 'intra-duality', and
the next 'self-bifurcation', will involve the splitting-off of "pure" quantifier from 'metrical qualifier', e.g., the

split of' into' and V [ ..., - ,2 -,. V ]; the «aufheben» self-negation / 'self-bifurcation' of ,. Thus,
= = - - =

a "re-use economy/ parsimonyll of historical choices recorded in these 'psycho-artefacts' contributes some
ambiguity here, because' initially denotes one ban of grain, a primitive undifferentiated unity of 'ontological
qualifier', 'metrical qualifier', and quantifier, then later [in most contexts] denotes a 'metrical qualo-quatltifier',

but then, later still, [in most contexts] denotes a pure quantifier. Similarly, I and impressed fJ initially denote

primitiue undifferentiatetl unities of 'ontologiCi1l qualifier', 'metrical qualifier', and quantifier, but, later, incised fJ
denotes a pure 'ontological qualifier'. The case for this semantification of , - ,. V is furlher clarified if

we consider 'psycho-archaeologically' the non-arbitrariness of the choice ~f , from among all of the initial
'''primitive undifferentialed unit[ieh'" as the basis for the eventual impressed symbol for the "pure,
dimensionless" unit quantifier: "Crain, in particular, was not only the main staple but also the most usual means of
exchange" [ibid.]. •
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